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Editor's Message

It is a matter of immense pleasure to introduce the Inaugural vol-
we of JIMS Journal of Law with the object of providing a plat-

form for the authors to contribute towards the promotion of legal

scholarship. The Journal will strive to be benchmark in legal

scholarship in the country by providing a comprehensive forum

where thoughts, ideas, and opinions meet on legal matters, whether

of interest to the Bench, the Bar, the law student, or law professor'

The Journal will be a responsible medium for initiating discourse

among students, faculty, practitioners, and judges. The ideas and

trajectory of thoughts emanating from diverse articles help the

,.ud..r io understand the correlation of law and development and

its impact on society. In this era of advent of new technological

innovations and its application in our routine life, it is necessary to

have the knowledge and analysis of its influence in the legal fields

for which legal research with multidisciplinary approach is essen-

tial. Thejournal promotes and endeavors to foster a culture ofseri-
ous academic research and writing amongst researchers and acade-

micians through a structured process.

I believe that this journal will be an opportunity to the tesearchers,

academicians and students to express their views on the basis of
their logical thinking on various legal issues which would contrib-

ute the development of legal research. The response for this journal

was highly encouraging and the diverse articles received are of
contemporary relevance which are insightful and thought provok-

ing. The Editorial Board is grateful to all the authors who have

contributed scholarly articles of contemporary relevance and look

forward for more academic endeavors from prospective authors'

Being Executive editor, I request all the readers, contributors and

legal luminaries to keep contributing in the same manner so that

the JIMS Journal of Law is able to touch all social, economic and

political aspects of the society and maintain high standards of read-

ing.

DR.K.K.GEETHA
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As an active practitioner and scholar in the field of law, you must
have experienced the need for a journal with conceptual richness,
which is normally missing in various law journals. in response to
this need, a team of competent and dynamit professionals, at JIMS
Engineering Management Technical Campui, Gr.Noida, publishes
bi-annually a journal titled JrMS Journal of Law. The tpinions,
notes and comments expressed in the articles are those of the au-
thors themselves and do not necessarily reflect the views of either
publisher or of the editors. Full copyright for a1l the articles, notes
and other comments published in the JIMS Journal of Law vests in
the journal and no part thereof may be reproduced by anyone with-
out taking written permission from the publisher and ediiors.

Guidelines to Authors

The editors of JrMS Journar of Law welcome articles
and papers on latest trends in the field of law issues by academi-
cians, researchers, practitioners and judicial officers. Articles must
be sent by e-mail to iimslawiournal.en@iag8nnath.org. The arti_
cles should ideally be of 5000 and 7000 words in length. while in
extraordinary circumstances we will accept longer articles. Arti-
cles of longer than 10000 words in rength are unlikely to be ac-
cepted for publication. Each article must be accompanied with an
abstract of 150- 200 words. Articles submitted for JrMS Journal
of Law may not be concurrently submitted to other joumals. We
make every effort to ensure expedited publication of articles in our
journal. All footnotes and citations to authority must conform to
BlueBook: A Uniform System of Citation, 20e Edition or ILI
style. The articles submission should be formatted in twelve-point
Times New Roman font with l-inch margin on all sides. Footnotes
should be single-spaced and numbered seriaily. The author,s
name, designation and affiliation must be provided on a separate
sheet. Editorial decisions will be communicated within a period of
4 weeks of the receipt of manuscript. contributors will receive one
copies of thejoumal.
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DEMYSTIFYING OPROPERTY' IN INTELLECTUAL
PROPERTY: A CRITICAL ANALYSIS IN THE

CONTEXT OF ACCESS TO KNOWLEDGE

Renjit Thomas* & Devi Jagani**

Abstract

The IPR regime is justified on moral, philosophical and jurisprudential
grounds by John Locke, Hegel and the utilitarian philosophers. They
justifu using copyright to protect the original expression of ideas in a
tangible form, now protected internationally due to the Berne Conven-
tion and TRIPS. Considering the present day society is a knowledge
economy operating in the age of Wikipedia where information is a non
-rivalrous social creation, the most crucial difficulty is whether the
limitations created on access of knowledge in lieu incentivizing crea-
tion of knowledge by protection of proprietary interests is justified ju-
risprudentially? The paper refers to modern day critiques, which argue
that the copyright regime has no logical, moral or natural law basis.
The approach used in the paper is adopted from the works of Jeremy
Waldron, who uses the Hohfeldian analysis of rights to highlight the
importance of duties created on the constrained user as an ideal start-
ing point to assess the validity of the justifications given to protect the
rights of the creators, both of which need to be balanced for substantial
justice. The paper attempts to analyze this issue jurisprudentially by
problematizing the unquestioned basis of the present copyright regime
and seeks to find an alternative.

Keywords:
access to knowledge, copyright, incentivizrng creation, moral rights,
right to education, social change, knowledge society

*Assistant Professor of Law, National Law University Jodhpur. The
authors can be contacted at renjithmthomas@gmail.com. **[IroYear
Student, B.A. LL.B. (Hons.), Institute of Law, Nirma University.



Theoretical Underpinning of Intellectual Property

First theY came for the Socialists,

and I did not sPeak out-
Because I was not a Socialist'

Then they camefor the Trade Unionists,
and I did not sPeak out-

Because I was not a Trade Unionist'

Then theY came for the Jews,

and I did not sPeak out-
Because I was not a Jew. Then they came for me -

and there was no one left to speakfor ma
Martin Niemiiller'

The Intellectual Property Rights (IPR) regime is justified on the theo-

retical understandings ieveloped and supported by various philoso-

phers and jurists, most prominently, John Locke,'

@ taken from - Anonymous, Martin Neimdller:

_iirst They came For The socialists...l, HoLocAUSrENcvcroroore, http://
r ^-- D^L

www.ushmm.orglwlc/enlarttcle.php?Moduleld:10007392 (last accessed on Feb.

6,2016).

2 The most persuasive deontological justifications for intellectual properfy stem

from Lockeis labour theory ofpioperty. In all these theories, basic justifications

arise from the conclusio, ilrrt u man should own what he produces and brings

into being. why this should be the case depends on a closer analysis of the theo-

ries and ire st att consider this question particularly in relation to the 
-no-harm

*fr"ol. and the 
-just-deserts 

theory. The essential Lockean logic in all his labour

theories has two basic theses. The hrst is that everyone has a property right in the

labourofhisownbody.This,accordingtoLocke,isbecausepeoplehaveprop-

"a, 
t; their bodies ani therefor that their labour is also their property. The sec-

oni thesis is that when this labour is applied to objects of the common, this la-

bour puts a distinction between the thing worked on and what is held in common'

This allows the labourer to appropriatJ the objects. This general justification is

then limited by Locke througiitwb provisos. First, that property rights can only

arise ifthere is enough and a-s good as left over for others after the appropriation

and second, that the labourer ihould take no more than he can use. - William

Dibble, Justifuing Intellectual Property, 1gg4 UCL Jurisprudence P':ev' 74' 75

(1ee4).



Hegel'and the utilitarians.oWhen we are applyrng these philosophical
understandings, which are originally designed to support and justiSr
the rights of private ownership over material/tangible property to the
novice area of intellectual property, which is intangible, such applica-
tion is becoming more problematic and it unravels the poverty of intel-
lectual property

3 The premise of the Hegelian approach, derived from the writings of Kant and
Hegel, is that private properfy rights are crucial to the satisfaction of some funda-
mental human needs. Intellectual property rights may be justified on the
ground that they create social and economic conditions conductive to creative
intellectual activitiy, which in turn is important to human flourishing. Individ-
ual's will was considered as the most important value in the existence of an indi-
vidual. According to Hegel, the will depends on the personality of an individual.
Hegelian theory can also be called as personality theory. Intellectual property is
the personification of the personality of an individual. The expression of an idea;
a novel invention are all such personifications. The Hegelian theory thus suppofis
the basic presumption of personality of an individual. The notion of moral rights
in copyright, namely paternity right, integrity right, attribution right, etc., point to
the personality of an individual and aptly supports the Hegelian philosophy. -
ELIZABETH VERKEY, INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY 7 (lst ed. 20t5). See
Dane Joseph weber, -A critique of Intellectual property Rightsll (Thesis for
Bachelor of Arts, Christendom College, 2002)-

4 This theory claims that governments should assign strong, artifrcial intellectual
property rights to creators, inventors, and discoverers and intensely enforce these
rights against violators. This practice ofassigning and enforcing strong intellec-
tual properfy rights is believed to maximize the incentive to create, innovate and
discover. It is assumed that by maximizing these incentives, we will maximize
the quality and quantity of social goods generated. In turn, maximizing the qual-
ity and quantity ofsocial goods is believed to be a necessary condition for sitis-
$.ing the principle of utility. - Michael Morrissey, -An Alternative to Intellec-
tual Property Theories of Locke and utilitarian Economicsll (Thesis for Masters
of Arts, Louisiana State university and Agricultural and Mechanical college,
2012).
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justifications.t ln the modern era, knowledge is the most- important

iool of the intelligentsia and its dissemination is regulated and con-

trolled by intellectual property laws based on the theories and doc-

trines originally evolv.d to t rpport physical property' Th:ry legisla-

tions and their theoretical underpinnings should be carefully scruti-

nized, and a simultaneous reconstruction of their theoretical and juris-

prudential justifications is the need of the hour. The edifice on which

intellectual property is different from tangible property is built on first

that intellectuai property is not self-contained to one person, secondly

it is replenishable and thirdly it is inseparable. This distinction is com-

monly denoted by the use of the terms non-exclusivity" non-

"*.lrrriorr' 
and separability'.6The limitations created by the character-

istics of tangible property wither away when the theories based on

them are uppli.O t-o intellectual property because at one point of time

intellectuaf property can be accessed and put to use by a mrmber of
people, andlts use by_one does not restrict its avail ability for the en-

j"y-; by the othei.T For instanco, ffiy reading of the book Practical
"pit 

i"r by Feter Singer does not deprive another of reading it by mak-

ing a copy of the work, thereby implying that restrictions in use come

only by twnership of the physical book however, the information con-

tained therein is non-rivalrous and if reproduced can be simultane-

ously accessed to the same degree by allpeople. According to Penner,

prop".ty rights are distinctive as they denote that what is mine mighi

as well be that of someone else if a valid transfer of title is made,8

however, with attributes attached to the person such as ideas, emo-

tions, skills, personalities etc. as noted by Rajshree Chandra cannot be

alienated u*ong humans in the same way.' The element of non-

exclusivity of intellectual property, and consequently its availability

for free and simultaneous consumption by all has commonly led schol-

ars to draw an analogy with the economic notion of public goods, based

5 See Wenwei Guan, The Poverty of Intellectual Property Philosophy,38 Hong

Kong L.J. 359 (2008).

6 Rajshree Chandra, knowledge as property-issues in the moral grounding of

intellectual property rights 13 (lst. ed. 2010).

7 Adam Moore and Ken Himma, Intellectual Property, SteNrono ENCYCLOPE-

olq OT Pnn OSOPHY, http://plato.stanford.edr:/entries/intellectual-property/ (last

accessed on Feb. 8, 2016).

8 See J.E. PENNER, THE IDEA OF PROPERTY IN LAW 111 (1st ed. 1991).

9 Chandra, Supra Note 7 , at 14.
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on which they contend that by their nature public goods are prone to be un-
derprovided and over-consumed.r0 However, as the law of scarcity is not ap-
plicable to intellectual property it being non-exhaustive, the questiln of prop-
ertization of knowledge is essentially not linked with any inherent feature of
intellectual atkibutes but, because of a matter of politicai and socio-legal pol-
icy, which considers it to be efficient to render intellectual works in the reilm
of private property to encourage the creation of further knowledge. I I

The justification offered by the Lockean labor oriented theory of property
fails miserably in defending intellectual property primarily because the parai
lel of the virgin land' which is intact in its naturai form and unaltered by hu-
man activity and on which by exercise of labor material property is appiopri-
ated is absent when it comes to the realm of the intellectual as knowledge is a
socially generated product.l2This simply means that by putting your labor
(whose identification in the intellectual realm is itself highiy pro-bllmatic) to
something that is already existing in the form of colleciivi hr*un creation
cannot give yo} absolute rights for your incremental efforts to add to the
common .lo"k," The personality theory propounded by Hegel focuses on the
element of self-realization through the expression of aee wltt to appropriate
property, however, when this logic is applied to intellectual property it be-
comes counter productive by restricting freedom of the individuai to partake
in cultural and social activities as it gives the owner of the intellectual prop-
erry q,e exclusive rights to determine use and application of the idea he
owns.'o

The theories providing justifications for the intellectual propefiy rights re-
gime have been constantly evolving over a period of time, and, most modern
legislations are defended on

10 Unlike the earthy commons, the commons of the mind is generally 
-non-rivall. Many

uses of land are mutually exclusive. If I am using the fieldlor graztng, it may interfere
with your plan to use it for growing crops. By contrast, a gene sequence, an Mp3 file, or
aL 

^image 
may be used by multiple parties; my use does no1 interfeie witir yours. To sim-pliff a complicated analysis, this means that the tbreat of overuse of fields and fisheries is

generally not a problem with the informational or innovational commons.
In other words, we are more likely to see in the informational domain what property
scholar carol Rose has called a 

-comedy of the commonsll than a tragedy of the com-
mons, because more use tends to produce social gains, rather than ro.[l 1,orr... - Amy
Kapczynskt, Access To Knowledge: A conceptual Geiealogy,rrACCESS To KNOWLEDGE
IN THE AGE oF INTELLECTUAL pRopERTy 33 (Gar;ile Krikorian and Amy Kapczynski
eds. 2010).
11 Chandra, SupraNote, at 16.
12 SEBASTIAN HATINSS, CONFLICTS IN T}IE KNOWLEDGE SOCIETY _ THE CON.
TENTIOUS POLITTCS OF TNTELLECTUAI pROpERTy 34 (lst ed. 2013).
13 Guan, SupraNote 6,at365-366.
14 Michael A Kanrllng, A Philosophical Analysis of Intellectual property: In Defense of Instru-
mentalism, (Graduate Theses and Dissertations, university of soutn ilorida, 2ol'z), ll.



$ounds of the utilitarian calculation which is inherently problematic be-

Jause of its difficulty in empirical terms to ensure the identification and

proper construction of all socially relevant variables, which are consid-

.r.O l" arriving at the conclusion that the law leads to greater social bene-

fits that significantly outweigh its costs.lsThe author through this article

attempts to unearth some of these considerations, especially the elements

of social and individual costs by focusing upon the constrained user of
information, who Jeremy waldron by the use of the Hohfieldian analysis

correctly identifies as the one to whom justification is owed as these laws

directly restrict the exercise his/her rights and on whom duties are im-

posed.16

The article begins by outlining the inherent flaws in applying the classical

theories of properfy in justifying intellectual property (above) and then

evaluates jurisprudentially, socially, ethically, economically and politi-

cally these existing justifications of the intellectual property rights regime

with specific reference to copyright legislations in a developing country

like India vis-i-vis the debate of access to knowledge. Thereafter, by

drawing a specific analogy to the right to education as an aspect of right

to life guaranteed as a fundamental right under the lndian Constitution

and the relegation of the right tq Foperfy as a statutory right after the

44th Constitutional Amendment,lT the article critically analyzes the extent

to which the copyright law in India is balancing the generation of knowl-

edge (which is the social interest justification in utilitarian terms for en-

u"iitrg the legislation) with the grant of exclusive individual rights.

Specific oppositions to the existing copyright regime in terms of it acting as,q

restraint on the exercise by peopie of in.it funf,amental right to educationl8

and the inability of the weakly construed and vaguely interpreted fair dealing

statutory exceptions to protect such right to education are analyzedby a thor-

ough consideration of the lndian judicial approach, the human rights perspec-

tivi and the socio-economic needs of the nation. Then an attempt is made to

show how the logic behind the copyright law is flawed both in theory and

practice by raising the issues of its obsession the romantic notion of the au-

thor in construing the concept of originality and the ffansfer of rights from

the author to the commercial publishers both to the detriment of the common

public and the creator himself/herself. Finally, a sociological analysis is

15See, Weber, SupraNote 4.

16 Jeremy Waldr-on, From Authors to copiers: Individual Rights and social

Values in Intellectual Property,68 Chi.-Kent. L.R. 841, 842-844 (1992)'

17 Constitution of India, amend. XLIV, $ 6, 34.

1 8 Constitution of India, 1950, art. 21 .



Presented of the possibilities of restructuring the present intellectual prop-
erty rights regime to promote greater access to knowledge, with particular
focus on the copyright law in India and the possibilities of the goal of ac-
cess to knowledge being secured by alternatives. The author considers the
concerrr expressed by Martin Niemr)ller through his words quoted at the
opening of this article, as an apt indication for the need of all of us to as-
sume a proactive role for the sake of humanity in building a system where
knowledge is freely accessible by the deprived sections of society in order
to ensure collective development.

Copyright Vis-a-Vis Access to Knowledge - A Logical Fallacy

From the above discussion, it is evident that jurisprudential justifications
for intellectual property rights are wholly unfounded. It becomes more
problematic when in the evaluation of the working of these laws to
achieve their purpose of advancing the generation of knowledge we fail to
take into consideration the immediate and far reaching effects of the ex-
clusion of majority of the people from the use and application of the
knowledge so created, in order to incentivize creator by securing them
monetary benefit.

In the recent past we have seen the public raising their voice to share in
the benefits of knowledge generated by the work of few individuals espe-
cially through the instances most prominently including protest against
the USA-Thailand agreement where a demand was made for the grant of
a compulsorily licensing of a drug to cure HIV/AIDS, the establishment
and working of the creative commons, which furthers the open access to
creative work by way of a special copynght licensing which values shar-
ing and openness and finally the instance of the Federation of a Free In-
formation Infrastructure (an N. G.o)who successfully campaigned against
the software patenting in Europe.lesince the introduction of copyright
laws around the world it has been a cardinal principle that the law seeks
to reach a balance between^incentivizing creators and facilitating access
to knowledge by the public.20However, since the introduction of rRlps in
1995 as a part of the wro, which member countries are bound to adhere
to or risk trade sanctions there has been an expansion in the level ofintel-
lectual property protection by prescription of high minimum mandatory
standards by the

l9 Haunss, Supra Note 13, at l.ZOSee, Statute of Anne. 1710, g Anae, c.
20 (1710) (United Kingdom);United States Constiturion, art. 1, cl. g.



TRIPs.2rIn this context when the rights of people are being restricted firther, it
has given rise to the Access to Knowledge (A2K) movement, whose central

claii is based on the concept ofaccess. This demand for access to knowledge is

relational in nature and proieeds from those who are excluded by the system of
copy rights to allow them a participation in the use of the knowledge generated.

These r:equisitions reflect u, irh"r.rt sense of distributive justice'22

Here it is noteworthy to mention that knowledge, which can be manifested in

many forms such as information, inventions, ideas etc., is not merely of intellec-

tual interest but has an important aspect of practical utility attached to it' For in-

stance, it may play a role in improving the health conditions of people or it may

increase agdtulturat productivity or it may further help in the acquisition of new

skills by a=student wLo reads a book and so on. This element of practical utility
of knowledge has two important ramifications. Firstly, it emphasizes,and reflects

that it is only through the application and dissemination of the knowledge gener-

ated as a reiult of in individual's intellectual activity that such knowledge will
have a social impact,23 i.e. it will increase social welfare by improving the stan-

dards and quality of human health, education, security etc. - it follows naturally

then that p.rbli" irt"r"tt is in favor of wider access, and this is something that we

should prioritize in facilitating through law, especially when such law is justified

on utiliiarian grounds. We must also remember that business models differ de-

pending rpo, th" nature ofproducts, and they may encourage or discourage the

u"""r, io knowledge as the holders of intellectual properlry, operating on a capi-

talist logic act to maximize economic gains for themselves, and are not con-

cemed a=bout societal benefit allarge.?a In such a context, as has been recognized

time and again by the academicians, social activists and policymakers linked with

the A2K movement; that laws and policies have not been designed to achieve an

ideaVdesired balance between the

2ISCC, MAdhAVi SrrNdEr, FOrEWArd,I}/ACCESS TO KNOWLEDGE IN INDIA:

NEW RESEARCH ON INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY, INNOVATION AND

DEVELOPMENT (Ramesh Subramanian & Lea Shaver eds' 2011)'

22Kapczynski, SupraNote 11, at37 n'.84.

23 W; have focused so narrowly on the production half of the copyright equation

that we have seemed to think that the Progress of Science is nothing more than a

giant warehouse filled with works of authorship. When we do this, we miss, or

iorget, an essential step. In order for the creation and dissemination of a work of
authorship wo mean anything at all, someone needs to read the book, view the

art, hear the music, watch the film, listen to the CD, run the computer program,,

and build and inhabit the architecture -Lea Shaver, Copyright and Inequality,92

Wash. U. L. Rev. 177,721n. l5 (2014-2015).

24See, Lea Shaver, Access to Knowledge in India,23 Nat'l L. Sch. India Rev. 87

(20rr-20r2).



competing individual and social concerns.2sAs noted above, after TRIpS, law hastilted to expand and favor the interests of the horde. oi irt"tt""tral properry
rights, and it is quintessential for the restoration of this balance aut ar" impor_
tance be attached to the varue of access to knowredge for a[ members of the soci_ety atlarge.
The second crucial consequence of the fact that knowledge is not valued merely
at the level of the intellect, but, that it has attached with itlrucra 

"rp".o 
ofprac_tical utility is that denial of access to knowredge is a direct r*p.&*"rrt on thee1e.r9isg and enjoyment of other human rights of a person ,.r& u right to rifewhich includes as its inherent facets the righl-t-o health, the right to receive educa_tion, the right to achieve serf-fulfillmefi Jb.26It *ourJtrrusi"rp ," il*" a morerrofory{ and lasting impact on the minds of the rawmake., *a the public ingeneral if the entire debate of access to knowledge was restructuieo ano 

"r_pressed in the terms of human rights to supplement the current trend of the move-
ment_being developed within the naffow 6amewo.k of deveropmeni and,trade.2,
Another interesting and crucial dimension to the claim for access to knowteage isdeveloped by Lea Shaver in her research article titred _copyrigit ona nnquotity,
wlrere the premise that arconsumers are not equar is 

"-rproi"air,ro"gr, 
trr" lens ofclass and culture, two factors which determine who gains and rrt o iJr", out fiomthe entire system ofcopyright protection. The authoiconcludes that the copyrightmechanism i.s unlikely to incentivize creation of works i, :r"gi;;;J ranguages,

.spokg mostly bV ttre ngg;rlfryreby turther disassociating tt=",rifro* the gains ofknowledge so generated.2s This approach of Shaver makes us rearizethat the ac-cess to knowledge movement is not simpry about making knowredge free but it isalso 
.about "T*i"g that the people rrur" trr" capacity (economicany, sociafly,politically, culturallv) to exploit the gains of the knowledge so made freely acces_

:tbl"'" Ih"t".!"t"' "ii ebates surrounding the concept of2js-1e Amv Kapczynski, rh" ,q"ioi tiTnowledge Mobitiiation- ona ,lr" lr"*Polilics of Intellectual property, 117 yalel.. J. g041200g).
26Kapczynslo, Supra Note 11, at 3g.
2TseeLea Shaver, The Right to science and curture,2,r, *ISC. L. REV. 12r.28 Shaver, Supra Note 24, at 117, 166_16g.
29 Finally, can the freedom imagined by the A2K be produced by merely formallack of (the wrong kind of) constraint, dor exampre, by the lack of the constraints
imposed by intellectual property law? Or does ifrequire something more substan-tive, an affumative abirity, for Lxample, to access works in the public domain, orthe tools of the new 

-remix culturefi? Is the freedom of the pubric iomain or thecommons really worthy of the name if the majority of the worrd h";;; access tot* i"lir needed to participate in it-for eiampte, education, 
"o*fut".r, unaaffordable access to digital networks? At the close of 2007, onry one-'fifth of theworld's population was using the Internet, and this ,r" *u, rrigrrrv-rt"*"d geo-graphically: only 4 percent of peopre in sub-Saharan Africa had such access.Although A2K thinkers invoke u rou*t conception of freedom that would re_

guire the ability infact to access the goods of wirich trr"v ,p.utli., piu"ti"", trr"ydevote little attention to the p.ororrn-o inequalities i, u"".s.io digitar networks. canA2K advocates realy craim to have a vision ofiieedom in the digitar ,g.]i,i;y do not domore to theorize and demand affirmative access to the toors to cLate aid exchange infor_mation and knowledge? - Kapczl,nski, SupraNote ll, at41 n.94.95.



access to knowledge should be framed and presented in a more holistic manner'0to ensure

that inequalitie., *hi.h are hherent in the structure of society impede equal access to

knowledge, even when knowledge is made freely available to all'

ACCESS TO KNOWLEDGE _ RIGHTS BASED APPROACII: BALANCING TIIE
UNBALANCED

Access to knowledge is an inseparable part of the right to education coming under the

ambit of right to life guaranteed under Article 2l of the Indian Constitution.'' The current

copynght rigime is controlling the dissemination and restricting the spread of information

and-kn-ow1eJge, and is in eflect acting as a counterproductive force in relation to the fun-

damental rights guaranteed under the Constitution.32 If we are analyzing the exceptions

provided inlhe Berne Convention, only photocopyrng of the limited part of the book but

not the whole book in itself, is permissible and at the same time it is accepting the impor-

tance of education and access to knowledge thereby giving to the concemed state rights to

design their domesti.q intellectual property law keeping in mind their specific socio-

economic conditions."

The teaching exception3aand right to education when analyzed in the Indian contexl be-

comes more crucial because access to knowledge and even the access to the classroom

itself is problematic and the major chunk of the population is relying on distant education

and

30See Prashant Iyengar, Public Libraries and Access to Knowledge (A2K): A History of
Open Access pi) a;d the Internet in India in the Nineteenth and Twentieth Centuries, IN
E.CCBSS TO KNOWLEDGE IN INDIA: NEW RESEARCH ON INTELLECTUAL

PRoPERTY, INNOVATION AND DEVELOPMENT (Ramesh Subramanian & Lea

Shaver eds. 201 1).

3l Impliedly the court accepted in the case of Francis Coralie Mullin vs. The Administra-

tor, Union ienitory of Delhi & Ors. (1981 AIR 746, 1981 SCR (2) 5 16) the right to edu-

cation as an important aspect of Article 21 of the Indian Constitution. Later, in 1992tn

Miss Mohini Jain vs. state of Karnataka & ors (1992 AIR 1858, 1992 SCR (3) 658), the

Apex Court explicitly declared it as a fundamental right. Again, in Unni Krishnan, J.P. &
Ors Etc. vs. Siate of Andhra Pradesh & Ors. (1993 AIR 2178, 1993 SCR (1) 594), the

Supreme Court reaifirmed (although in a restricted sense) education as a flmdamental

right under Article 21.

3iSee Lawrence Liang, Exceptions and Limitations in Indian Copyright Law for Educa-

tion: An Assessment, Yol.3 Issue 2 The Law and Development Review 197 (2010).

33 Anonymous, Berne Convention for the Protection of Literary and Artistic Works,

woRLD INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY ORGANIZATION,http://www.wipo.int/
wipolex/enltreaties/textjsp?file-id=283693 (last accessed on Feb. 8, 2016)'

34The Berne convention allows the use for teaching pu{pose of full copies of the copy-

righted work in unrestricted numbers for reproduction, translation, adaptation. comnlrni-

caltion to public etc., but in India photocopying of a work for teaching purpose in its en-

tirety under the concept of fair use docfine is an area where the law is ambiguously silent.
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other modes, and these loopholes in the fair use doctrine under the domes-
tic copyright law is adversely affecting the access to knowledge, which is
a concomitant right to the right to education.

As has been emphasized and elucidated with great vigor above, the funda-
mental and most essential principle as regards the analysis of the provi-
sions of the copyright law is that it must not be analyzed only from the
point of view of the holders of the right but also from the point of view of
the people at large as has been aptly noted by the renowned IP scholar
Shamnad Basheer, who points out that Section 52 of the Copyright Act,
1957 sufficiently provides support to this view.35 Section 52, which is
considered to be the statutory provision containing the law on the subject
of fair dealing exempts certain acts, which done without the permission of
the copyright holder would but for the provision be seen as an infringe-
ment of copyright.36 In the particular context of the interface between the

right to education and the doctrine of fair dealing, the provisions of the
copyright law provide that any use of a copyrighted material for -private
or personal use, including researchs7, -criticism or review, whether of
that work or of any other work3sand -the reproduction of any work by a
teacher or a pupil in the course of instruction3e shall not be deemed to
constitute an infringing act.

The actual scope of these provisions in particular is an unsettled field, as

is highlighted in the recent controversy surrounding the popularly known
Delhi University photocopying case, where Oxford University Press,

Cambridge University Press and Taylor & Francis proceeded against the
university and Rameshwari Photocopy Services, a small photocopy shop
on campus of the said universrty for engaging in acts infringing their
copynght through the reproduction of course material that contained exact
extracts from the copyrighted works.a0As the matter a remains sub judice
before the Hon'ble Supreme Court of India, the issue has led to a wide
spread public debate and has also attracted the views of prominent acade-
micians, legal scholars and renowned

35See ShamnadBasheer, The Copyright (Amendment) Act,20l2: A Fair Balance?, 5 NUJS L. Rev.
(20t2).
36 The Copyright Act, 1957, $ 52(1).
37 The Copyright Act, 1957, $ 52(1XaXi).
38 The Copliright Act, 1957, $ s2(t)(a)(ii).
39 The Coplright Act, 1957, S 52(1X0.
40The Chancellors, Masters and Scholars of the Universiry* of Oxford & Ors v. Rameshwari Photo-
copying Set'vices & Anr, CS (OS) 213912012.
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authors.al The authors, who favor Widespread dissemination of their work, consider the
preparation of such course packs to fall within the purview of fair use and assert to disas-
sociate themselves with the case of the petitioners.a2 In a developing countly like India,
where as noted above access to education is a challenge, atrordability of educational mate-
rial is a crucial factor in determining the access to knowledge by the general public, and
considering the fundamental right to education various stakeholders have argued against
the-contentions raised by the publishers concerning the aspect ofloss ofpotJntial market
and commercial losses. Several alternatives to balance the interests ofthe Lpposing parties
have been suggested (when interpreting the exact scope ofthe fair dealing provislons af-
fecting the right to education) ranging from pal,rnent ofroyalty to ttre puttislers through
the channel ofthe Indian Reprographic Rights organirutioo{rto 

"orrid".iog 
the people

unable to access education due to issues of affordability within the definitio-n of ieopte
with disability under Section 52(l)(zb).aa However, the author feels that the most effective
manner to handle the situation would be through increasing the provision of tndian edi-
tions of these booksa5 and through an inteqpretation of the 

-air 
aeaung provisions by the

courts taking into consideration not only the four factor test developed in USA but also the
socio-economic needs ofthe nation and other relevant policy considerationsa6as has been
pointed out by several scholars, and the latter approachls a iactor that the Supreme Court
should consider when deciding the matter especially in light of the fundamental right to
education of all people.

4lSee S. Thambisetty, Access to Knowledge or Publisher Profits? The Challenges of Fair Copyingfor Educational Purposes in India, sourH ASIA @ LSE, titp,lrutogr.tr".u".rU
southasia./2012l09/19/access-to knowledge-or-publisher-profits/ (tast accesied on Feb. g,
2016 09:17); Nitisha Kashyap, Baule rages onfor DitJ's Righr n photocopy, TIMES oF
INDIA, http://timesofindiajndiatimes.comflife-style/people/Battle-rages-on-for-DUs-right
-to-photocopy/articleshod234l4956.cms (rast accesieilon Feb s,20rc 06:34); Arnlan
Y!h-tv, Analysing the Delhi university v. publishers photocopying case, SpICy Ip:
DECODING INDIAN INTEELECTUAL pRopERry LAw, http:7/spi cyp.com/2012t09 I
analysing-de1hi-university-v-publishers.htrnl (last accessed on riu. 

-a, 
2dro 17:23); Sai

Ynod', Publishers support Fair (Jse. Really?, splCy Ip: DECODING INDIAN
INTEELECruAL PROPERT LAW, htrp://spicyip.corn/2013/04/publishers-support-fair
-use-really.hhnl (last accessed on Feb. 8,2016 19:36).

42 Arnlan Mohanfy, Authors, Academics and Students Protest Publishers' Move in Delhi
university case SPICY IP: DECODING INDIAN INTEELECTUAL pRopERTy LAw,
h@://spicyip.c ortt/2012109/attkors-academics-and-students-protest.htrnl (last accessed on
Feb. 8,2016 05:08).

43see Atand' Narayan and Aditya Rajput, Dilernma over photocopying of copyrighted
Material: In Light of Delhi university's on-going Litigation, yol. airsue i RGNLU stu.
L. Rev. 85.
44see Auxadha Herur and samraat Basu, The copyright Act and its Effect on the Right
To Education: A Critical Analysu Vol. 1 Issue I RGNLU Stu. L. Rev. 6ti.
45 For a holistic analysis of the possible altematives and the corect approach in determin-
ing the scope ofSection 52(1)(a) and (i) ofthe copyright Act,1957 i" tigtt ofthe liberal
langrage used by the legislature, the socio-economii needs of India andlhe fundamental
right to education - shamnad Basheer, why studmts Need rhe Right To copy, TlrE
HINDU, http://www.thehindu.com/opinion/op-ed/why-students-neei-the-right-to-copy/
article4654452.ece (last accessed on Feb. 7 , 2016 07 '3l9j.

46see Ayush Sharma, Indian Perspective of Fair Dealing under copyright Law: Lex Lata
or Lex Fereda?, 14 (6) JIPR 523 (2009).
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This issue is not only restricted to the constitutional arena, but it has overlap-
ping human rights dimensions also. Article 27 of the Universal Declaration of
Human RightsaTprotects the access to knowledge and science under the inter-
national legal framework and thereby the spirit of this provision penekates
into the domestic arena and becomes a guiding principle for the member
countries in framing their laws. The said Article tries to balance the conflict-
ing interests of right to access on one side with the moral and material inter-
ests of the author on the other. While analyzing the current IPR regime in ln-
dia, we realize that it is not in tune with what UDHR envisages because mate-
rial interests discussed in Article 27 is entirely different from the current un-
derstanding in the Indian IPR regime because the rights, which are granted by
the present intellectual property laws are subject to sale or transfer so, alien-
ation becomes a mirage or in effect it is no longer inalienable.a8 Therefore, the
current domestic intellectual property laws are miserably failing to protect the
human rights perspective of the right to access to knowledge.

Whether material interest can be equated with exclusive economic rights over
the work is a question to answer, which we must carefully consider not only
the concept of property in intellectual properly but also the restrictions on the
right to property. After the 44th Constitutional Amendment of the Indian Con-
stitution, we deleted the right to propertyae as a fundamental right and made it
a statutory right making it permissible for the govemment by law to acquire
land of people by providing due compensation for serving the purpose equita-
ble distribution of wealth to further societal interest at large.5o Hence, if we
are to consider intellectual property as a type of property, it will be subject to
the same restrictions in the sense that we must frame our laws in such a mar,-
ner that exercise of certain proprietary rights in connection thereto may be
restricted for the sake of promoting the common good.

47Article 27 - (l) Everyone has the right freely to participate in the cultural
life of the community, to enjoy the arts and to share in scientific advancement
and its benefits. (2) Everyone has the right to the protection of the moral and
material interests resulting from any scientific, literary or artistic production
of which he is the author - Universal Declaration of Human Rights, 1948, art.
27.
48See Shaver, Supra Note 28.

49 Ch-3 of National Committee Review on Working of Constitution Final
Report Vol .1, Ministry of Law and Justice, http://lawmin.nic.inlncrwc/
finalreport/vlch3.htm (last accessed on Feb. 8, 2016).
50See Namita Wahi, State, Private Property and the Supreme Coerrl, FRONT-
LINE, ht tp: I /ww w. frontlin e.inl s taticlhtmll flz9 I9 I
storiesi2012100529l903600.htm (last accessed on Feb. 8,2076 at 07:17);
Gyanant Singh, The Poor Need Right to Property, INDIA TODAY, http://
indiatoday.intoday.inlstory/the-poor-need-right-to-property/1/139070.html
(last accessed on Feb. 8,2016).
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Romantic Notion of an Author and Benefiting Publishers - A Flawed Logic

Most of the modern copyright legislations, including the Indian Copyngll
Act, 1957 are based or-tti pt.-i.. that the exclusive economic rightssl
granted to the creator/author of an original literary, musical, dramatic and

artistic work and those of cinematograph films and sound recordings act as an

encouragement factor for the creators to produce knowledge (i.e. promote the
growth of science and the useful arts52). Such encouragement is provided by
giving them a type of incentive, which is nothing but a benefit to reward the

time, labor, skill and capital expended by them in creating the work and giv-
ing this benefit is like rewarding their efforts, and so as Jeremy Waldron
points out the logic extends in this manner to conclude that rewards are gen-

erally given for acts that are morally desirable and so, authors have a moral
entitlement over these exclusive economic rights attached to the copyright'
As Waldron crucially points out that something, which began being justified
in terms of a social policy for the benefit of all ends up being entrenched in
an image of moral entitlement. However, he is quick to point out that rewards

are presented to people who are morally deserving but it is a logical fallacy to
assume that everyone who is rewarded is morally entitled to the same. To
support his argument that rewarding people is a broader category of which
morally deserving beings are a subset, he suggests that rewards can be a
mode of behavioral manipulation to ensure self-motivated individuals act in
synchrony with the coflrmon good.53

This analogical argument of Jeremy Waldron goes a long way in deconstruct-
ing the premise of copyright law which all of us take for granted, and it
shows that there is no logical foundation whatsoever to the author morally
deserving the fruits of his labor.salt is the common justificatory claim that the

works of the author are awarded/incentivized by permitting them to enjoy
economic benefits of their creation for a limited period of time as

51 The CopyrightAct, 1957, $ 14.

52 The primary objective of copyright is not to reward the labor of the au-

thors, but to promote the progress of science and useful arts. To this end,

copyright assures authors the right to their original expression but encourages

others to build freely upon the ideas and information conveyed by a work. -
V.K. AHUJA, LAW RELATING TO INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY
RIGHTS 19 (2nd ed. 2013). See Eastern Book Company v. D.B. Modak,
2008 I SCC 1.

53 Relate to the analogy of the senator who is given first class air fare as an

incentive to keep in touch with the community he represents, which is his
duty and which he surely doesn't morally deserve - Waldron, SupraNote 17,
at852.
54 Refer the Hayekian Argument given in Waldron, SupraNote 77, at852n.
44.
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these works are original.ss The notion of originality in copyright law is inherently
weak and the standards for determining its existence are very low.56 However, on
a conceptual level, the notion of originality and authorship are contested areas
where on one hand, the Romantic cult of individual artists assert for the work
being a creation of the individual efforts of the creator whereas on the other hand,
deconstructionist and post-modemist scholars discuss the concept of the death of
the author as they claim that there exists no single individual who can take credit
for the generation of a given work as an individual's personality is itself a cul-
tural product' and that no work protected by copyright is created from the
scratch, but, rather it is the result ofputting the expressions, ideas, concepts etc.
freely circulating in ones environment in a concrete, crystallized material form.sT

Thus, we recognize that the notion of the author, who in copyright law we ideal-
ize as the creative genius who is the source of originality, is a construction of law
which is highly problematic in itself. Scholars have often argued that the notion
ofthe author is a creation ofthe copyright law to serve its purpose ofconverting
intellectual works into private property, rather than the latter being in existence to
serve the interests of the author - this is because the author is the essential start-
ing point in whom owne_rship rights, which are freely divestible/ali enablel
transferable should inhere.s8 In practice, most creators transfer their copyright
interests flrrther to publishers who operate on a capitalist logic, and therefore
exploit these exclusive economic rights to serve their personal interests by maxi-
mizing profits, and these publishers are now the ones who make the decisions
regarding dissemination, reproduction, communication, translation, adaptation
etc. of the work, the author being ultimately distanced from the work he created
and effectively being no more than the indispensable first step in the process of
commodification of intellectual worlq where ultimately publishers gain more
than the authorsse whom the law was designed to piotect. These 

-publishers

(representative of the commercial holders of intellectual property rights)

55 rn Macmillan vs. cooper, (AIR 1924 pc 75) it was held that a work may be
briginal' if the author has applied his skill or labor, even though he has drawn on
knowledge cofllmon to himself and others or has used already existing material.
A mere copyist does not obtain copyright in his work. see also the case of c.
cunniah and co. by partners M. Anjaneyalu vs. Balraj and co. by partners s.
Rajaratnam chettiar, (1960) 1 Mad LJ 53, where it was reiterated that the work
must not be copied from another work, the manner of expression of the thought
must be original. The expenditure of skill and labor in the manner of expression
must be original point originating in thought.
56 COPYRIGHT LAw CONCEPTS AND CASES 93 (A.v. Narsimha Rao ed.
200s).
57 waldron, supra Note 17, at 878-880. Refer Boyle's argument on Haunss, sa-
pra Note 13, at35.3
58See Waldron, Supra Note 17, at879 andkao, SupraNote 58, at 144 t.35.
59 Rao, SupraNote 58, at 80-87.
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ultimately use the power they wield to influence the process of law-making in
a way so as to maintain the status quo or if possible, enhance their rights.60
Thus, it flows from the comprehensive and diverse arguments advanced
above that not only does the copyright law place unreasonable burdens on the
cofllmon public as regards their claim to access to knowledge, but nor does it
in practice secure the authors the benefit it proclaims to provide as a measure
of incentivizing creation leaving us with a question as to what is the utility, if
any, of the existing copyright regime? If there seems none, we must move on
to next analyze the possibilities of restructuring the entire framework in
which our intellectual property rights are created and the alternative struc-
tures, which may effectively secure the same social goal of generation of
knowledge whereby simultaneously securing sufficient incentives for the
individual creators.

Deconstructing and Restructuring the Whole Regime: Possibilities

sebastian Haunss in his powerful book titled conflicts in the Knowledge so-
ciety The Contentious Politics of Intellectual Property' begins analyzrngthe
possibilities of restructuring the present intellectual property rights regime by
making a pertinent observation that before the 1990s the debate of the ad-
verse impacts of intellectual property rights was restricted to the immediate
stakeholders as legal challenges through litigation had only those with direct
economic interests and competitors as parties, however, in the mid and late
90s political mobilization of the masses happened in opposition of the exist-
ing IPRs regime as is seen by the references earlier made to the opposition of
uS-Thailand Agreement, the increase in the use of the creative commons
license etc. Politicization as noted by Haunss is a social process entailing the
involvement of more diverse actors (industrialists, academicians, farmers,
individuals, NGos, activists etc.) as contenders for the issues relating to intel-
lectual property and the range of issues being addressed by them widening to
cover novel areas such as access to knowledge, biopiracy, concept of limits
of patentability etc. The term politicization also implies that these groups of
collective actors are employing diverse ways of action to oppose the current
regime ranging from lobbying to influence lawmaking to street demonsfa-
tions and boycotting of products6l

60See Rao, Supra Note 58, at 92-717 andHaunss, Supra Note 13, at 44-45

61 Haunss, SupraNote 13, at 1-10.
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This process of politicization gained force recently due to the large scale social

change in the present societies which are transforming themselves from industrial

societies to what is commonly known as knowledge societies, network societies,

informational societies etc.62where the concept of power and other socio-

economic Structures are organized around the generation, validation, use and

application of knowledge. Haunss further says that with every large scale struc-

#ul 
"hung" 

in society, several simultaneous and independent conflicts arise giv-

ing rise to a complex network model of conflict and social change, which is rep-

reientative of the path of growth and development of society.u' Hete, the noted

academician and theorist Stehr has importantly drawn attention that conflicts in

the knowledge society are likely to arise around tensions created in the process

involved with the govemance of knowledge. Stehr argues that in modern knowl-

edge societies, *h"t" power is based on knowledge, knowledge has to be

guarded against general access by all people because power being a relational

ioncept ooty *h"t there is exists a considerable differential distribution of
knowGdge ian it act as the basis of power. This need of prohibiting access is

directly clashes with the nature of knowledge as a public good which is non-

excludable and non-exhaustive and therefore, serious efforts need to be taken to

establish the need for excludability, which in order to sound legitimate in done

through the intellectual property rights regime in terms of an utilitarian justifica-

tion ti advance the public good, but, which in turn secures temporary exclusivity

over the control and use of knowledge generated by individual effort to maintain

the differential access on which powel can be based. It is ultimately this power,

which is used to influence law making in a manner to as to allow for an expan-

sionary IPRs regime.6a

when people wish to oppose such a power differential resting on the regulated

u"".r, to knowledge, they ought to act together, and Haunss recognizes that to

make this possible there needs to be the formation of a collective identity, whose

creation depends firstly on the 3olitical opportunity structures'65, i.e. the institu-

tional sfuCtures of governance in a country that determine how the lawmakers

62 Refer theories of knowledge society and their relation to social conflict as

explained in Haunss, SupraNote 13, at 59-78. See also DANIEL BELL, THE

COUTNC OF POST-INDUSTRIAL SOCIETY: A VENTURE IN SOCIAL

FORECASTING (Special Anniversary Edition, 1999); MANUEL CASTELLS,

THE RISE OF THE NETWORK SOCIETY (2nd ed. 2010); MANUEL CAS-

TELLS, END OF MILLENNIUM (2nd ed' 2010); NICO STEHR, KNOWL-
EDGE AND ECONOMIC CONDUCT (lst ed. 2002).

63 Haunss, SupraNote 13, at83-93
64 Haunss, SupraNote 13, at77 .

65 Haunss, SupraNote 13, at7.
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can be approached etc., and secondly on the 'discursive opporhrnity structures'66
tlat refer to the possibilities of identifying and uniting with other people who share
the same claim. When utilizing both these structures to frame a collective identity, on
a conceptual level (which relates to the discursive level of conflicts), the leaders as-
suming responsibility for the collective action ought to simplify their claims by the
use of any combination of the 3 types of frameworks * firstly the diagnostic, which
identifies the exact issue in conflict; secondly, the prognostic, which carves out a
solution to tackle the existing issue and finally the motivational, which gives reasons
to the common man to act beyond mere recognition of the problem to bring about
chaage.67

As elaborately discussed in the previous part of this article, the access to knowledge
movement has to strucfure its participation in the conflict against the restrictive ac-
cess to knowledge created by the existing IPR regime more holistically6s to ensure
that knowledge once made freely accessible, people have the equal capabilities to
benefit out of the same. In this connection, there is one more crucial aspect that the
access to knowledge movement participants and leaders need to conceptually clarify
and that is they should not restrict their actions towards securing free access to infor-
mation but ratler free access to knowledge because fimdamentally these two termi-
nologies denote completely different things.6elnformation is the raw data generated as

a result of intellectual activity but on the other hand knowledge refers to the capacity
of an individual to process information to generate further information or to put infor-
mation to practical use by way of application in a meaningful *uy'o- hence, knowl-
edge is more a capacitf I rather than an object whereas

66rd.
67 These three frameworks and their role in shaping collective action is developed in
by Snow and Benford and they assert that these are the basis of successful mobiliza-
tions of the public to secure change - Haunss, SupraNote 13, at9.
68 Refer to the elucidating discussion by Amy Kapczynski on the internal tensions
within the access to knowledge movement, and her attempt to answer four crucial
questions on this aspect namely What is the nature of the freedom that A2K de-
mands? Is A2K committed more to the model of the public domain or of the com-
mons, and can it be committed to both? Is information really different enough fuom
material goods? And finally, can the A2K movement in fact make good on its attempt
to create a politics not just of information, but also of knowledge? Or to put it in an-
other way, what are the proper limits of the politics of A2K? - Kapczynski, Supra
Note 11, at25-34.
69 Kapczynski, SupraNote 1,1, at 45 n. 108.
70 lnformation is -raw data, scientific reports of the output of scientific discov- ery,
news, and factual reports,l while knowledge is -the set of culfural practices and ca-
pacities necessary for processing the information into either new statements into the
information exchange, or more important in our context, for practical use of the infor-
mation in appropriate ways to produce more desirable actions or outcomes from ac-
tion.flThus, information is objective and extemal, while knowledge is the capacity to
use information to create new information or to use information to generate technical
effects in the world (knowledge as 

-know-howll) - Kapczynsh,, Supra Note 11, at
45 n. 109.

71 Kapczynski, SupraNote 1 1, at 46 n. ll3.
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information is the externalized object on which this capacity is exercised.T2 Also

the arguments put forward by the A2K theorists may need modification in the

light of the fact that the ideal of perfect and zero-cost transmission of information
(which exhibits the characteristics ofnon-exclusion and non-exhaustion but isn't
scare like other public goods) cannot be ipso facto applied to knowledge, as

transfer ofcompetence/capabilities is not possible as these are attributes attached

to the physical being of a person.73

The Way Forward: Analyzing the Possible Alternatives

Eliminating the distinction between the information-rich and information-poor
is ...critical to eliminating economic and other inequalities between North and

South, and to improving the life of all humanifl.ll* Nelson MandelaTa

In the light of the above discussion regarding the possibilities of effectuating a

change in the current intellectual property rights regime, where change is to
pushed through by utilizing the political and discursive opportunity structures,

we need to first realize that any alternative that we seek to propose has to be ana-

lyzed from within the framework of possibilities of change. Also, it is a must that

for such an alternative to be adopted by the lawmakers must be able to effica-

ciously prioritize the social good ofgeneration and access to knowledge over the

wealth maximizing behavior of copyright holders, and in doing so it should first
take into consideration the multifarious motivational factors responsible for the

generation of knowledge rather than being confined to the neo-classical econo-

mist theory of monetary benefits as the primary incentivizing factor, and sec-

ondly, it should put due emphasis on evaluating the claims of promoting access

to knowledge foiultimately dl lurvt are designed to benefit the society atlarge.Ts

In this context, given the strong hold of the economically influential owners of
intellectual property rights on the process of law making, it is practically impos-
sible to start advocating for radical transformation such as scrapping off the

whole IPRs regime and as suggested by a few scholars replacing it with mecha-

nisms such as state funded university systems, charity by private individuals or

T2Kapcrynski, Supra Note 11, at 46 n. 114.
73 Kapczynskj, Supra Note 11, at 47.

74 Quote of nelson mandela taken from article - Douglas R Rogers, Increasing

Access To Knowledge Through Fair Use - Analyzing the Google Litigation to

Unleash Developing Countries, 10 Tul. J. Tech. & Intell' Prop. I (2007).

75See Michael B. McNally, 
-Intellectual 

Property and its Altematives: Incen-
tives, Innovation and Ideologyll (Ph.D. Thesis, University of Western Ontario,
2012).
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by subsidizinglhe working of cultural organizations to incentivize generation
of knowledge.T6 However, in tte view olthe author, trrese atiematives leave
discretionary choice on the resourceful individuals or the state to spend
money on the generation of knowledge, a choice that may be for many rea-
sons such as lack offunds, aversion to the area ofresearch etc. not favor the
creation of knowledge be relied upon to entirely replace the existing regime.
A research shows that to a large extent in India the results of publiciy nrnaea
research remain inaccessible to the public atlarge,TT so in praitice the idea of
state funded research may not serve its utopian goal of widi social dissemina-
tion. Another researcher has suggested that developed and developing coun-
tries be judged on different parameters as far as compliance to IpRs laws are
concerned as their needs to promote societal access io knowledge differ and
therefore, universities shou-ld look for apt funding for their libraiies and they
should also adopt a copyright management poliiy to advance principles of
fair use and discourage plagiarism." Ho*evi., thi. s""*s to tire author an
approach, which may have certain beneficial effects at the micro level, but is
to a great degree inadequate to meet the societal needs of securing equal ac-
cess to knowledge for fostering collective growth.

After the extensive consideration by the author the theoretical and practical
failings of the present regime of intelrectual properly rights, and particularly
the framework of copyright laws, it is sine qua non that a collective voice of
people should be raised against the further expansion of protection granted
under the IPRs regime both nationally and internationally. ror a developing
country like India, in light of the specific concerns raised in this article, the
author agrees with the suggestion put forward by Mira Ranjan in her research
article titled 

-Moral Rishtl in Developing Countries: The-Example of India,,
where she articulates that it is particularly a dangerous trend that the manda-
tory provisions of rRIPs do not incrude the concept of moral rights and this
high level of flexibility with respect to moral rights, which are'essential in
contributing towards the advancement of culture and creativity in developing
nations, leaves it open for countries to lesson or abandon the protection oi
these special rights of the author which are crucial in maintaining a balance
between the_ generation and use of knowledge. She suggests thlt in India,
moral rightsTe protection be sufficiently strengthened in relation to artistic

76 Haunss, SupraNote 13, at26.
77see s. Gutam et- al, open Access: Making science Research Avoilable,
Vol. 45 No. 47 Eco. & Pol. Weekly 19 (2010).
78 Dr. Sabuj Kumar chaudhuri, Foir (Jse vs. copyright Non-compliance
Among the Academic Community in (Jniversiti"t on5"riloping Nations, yol.
2 Issue 1 International Journal of Digital Library Services izs\zotzy.
79 The Copyright Act, i957, g 57.
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and literary works to secure the promotion of cultural and traditional
activities, however, if the need be special exemptions can be made in
favor of special industries such as the Information Technology indus-

try.to

Considering the issues created with specific reference to the connec-
tion between the right to education and the fair use doctrine under

copynght law in India, the author suggests that it is an urgent need of
the hour to clariff and strengthen the nature, scope, meaning and ex-
tent of the fair use doctrine in India in such a manner so as to accom-
modate for its special socio-economic conditions and to further consti-
tutional objective of securing socio-economic and political justice by
facilitating an equal access to knowledge for all members of the com-
munity, and this active role may be played by the judiciary where they
pronounce a judgment equivalent to that of Folsom v. Marsh."The
author finds the view of Lea Shaver in her article :Access to Knowl-
edge in India'as an ideal first step that India should take to mitigate
the strictness of the prevailing intellectual property rights regime by
employing the language of human rights and through the medium of
constitutional litigation to further the exercise of these socio-economic
rights which are negatively affected by the intellectual property
laws."The author says that a reduction in the scope of transferability
and alienation of the economic rights of authors to publishers along
with an enhanced capacity of the authors to decide terms of the trans-
fer in a manner synchronous with the access to knowledge should be

an ideal step to be taken by the Indian legislature. To conclude, the

author feels it to be of axiomatic importance to initiate this debate

about access to knowledge in the era of intellectual properly laws to
expose the drawbacks of the existing system before the public eye.

nSee, Mira Ranjan, Moral Rights in Developing Countries: The Example of In-
dia, 8(5) JIPR 357 (2003); Arunabha Banerjee and Aniket D. Agarwal, Morality
of Copyright - A Critique in view of the -j ldiots' Controversy, 16 JIPR 394
(2011).
ar9F Cas342.
sz Shaver, Supra Note 25.
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Cross-Media Ownership and Indian Competition Law

- Are we there yet?
Ritwika Sharma*

Ahstract

The media, also called the fourth estate', is an important agent for
shaping public opinion and ensuring seamless flow of diverse views in

o in*o"ro"y. In recent times, print as well as electronic media has

been facing issues which arise due to cross-media ownership and ver-

tical integration of various forms of media by some of the more influ-

ential corporate entities. Against this background, this article will at-

tempt to ixamine issues in cross-media ownership and dsses,s whether

India's competition law regime is equipped to address these concerns.

The article will commence with a discussion of the Competition Act,

2002, and how it is grounded in an economic basis to ensure a free
market. The essay will then throw light on the fact that a special com-

petition regime for specffic industries is a concept which is not un-

heard of. Thereafter, the article will look into orders of the Competi-

tion Co,mmission of India on the media industry and critique the appli-

cation of the principles of the Act to the peculiar issues of the media.

The article parts with the thought that since the Act is meant to ad-

dress largely economics-driven issues, perhaps time is ripe for a spe-

cffic competition regimefor the media industry.

Keywords

Cross-media Ownership - competition - media plurality - democracy

- The writer is a lawyer working at the Vidhi
tank based in New Delhi.
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Introduction

Today, the Indian media and entertainment industry consists of over 70,000
newspapers, 500 television channels, 1000 feature films annually, and innumer-
able digital publications. It is expected to grow at a rapid rate of 15% n the next
few years.l Together, the industry has a pivotal effect on India"s democratic char-
acter and its cultural landscape. The heady growth of the industry has been ac-
companied by concerns about the degree to which it is independent, plural and
responsible. In this context, it is worthwhile to study the issue of cross-media
ownership il India, and how it interacts with the competition law regime.

Cross-media ownership implies ownership across various segments of media.2
An instance of verlical integration would be Bennett Coleman and Company Ltd.
which owns a newspaper chain, as well as television (,,TV") networks, thereby
implyrng consolidation across various types of media (print as well as eleckonic).
In the summer of 2014, Reliance Industries Ltd. announced that it was taking
over Networkl8 Media and Investments Ltd., which owns several news and en-
tertainment TV channels, along with numerous websites.3 This takeover raised
substantial questions on what would happen to content neutrality, and diversity of
opinions, besides also concerning market competition.

This article will examine India"s competition law, which is largely subsumed in
the Competition Act, 2002, and how it has been applied to the media industry in
India. The core argument is that the competition law in India is premised on
solely economic concems, and might be currently inadequate to address issues of
plurality and diversity of opinions, which are essential to a thriving democracy.
The article will limit itself to a discussion of the current landscape of competition
law vis-d-vis the media industry, and will part with the thought that some
changes to the competition law regime will be imperative to ensure that cross-
media ownership concerns are adequately addressed.

I Soutik Biswas, "Why are India"s media under f:ue?" BBC News, Jan. 12,2012;
Pricewaterhouse Coopers, ,,India Entertainment and Media Outlook 2014" ,India,
available at: http,,l lwww.pwc.inlindia-entertainment-media-outlook/indexjhtml
(Last Accessed Dec. 16, 2016).
2 Adminishative Staff College of India, Study on Cross Media Ownership in
India Draft Report (2009) 43.
3 Megha Bahree, "Reliance Takes Over Networkl8: Is This The Death Of Media
Independence?" Forbes, May 30, 2014, available at: http://www.forbes.com/
sites/meghab ahree/2014l05l30heliance-takes-over-networkl8-is-this-the-death-
of-media-independence/# 1 c 32b7 684 5 43 (Last Accessed Dec. 4, 20 I 6).
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Goals of ComPetition Law

The primary goals of competition law, everywhere around the world' flow from a

lfr"tr",i""f *'utyri, of the'market. In a theoietical market, suppliers have the free-

J"* ," .o-p.i" against themselves and the consurners have knowledge of the

*ppli.rr, tG relative prices and quality, and decide to buy or not depending

upon their preferences *a p*tt'utiog pgr1"to However' such optimum market

conditionsdonotexistanditisnotp-ossibletocreateamarketthatisfreefrom
irrterfe.ence. Essentially, competition law is to be applied in such- a way so as to

pr"*i ,*"ff firms against more powerful rivals, and enswe that the smaller ones

ir" ,fro given a fair ihance to succeed.s To respond to a situation which strives to

"ti-irutJ.o*petition 
altogether from markets, states enact competition statutes'

Most competition laws attJnrpt to address mryiad issues' which is why any legis-

lative definition of an anti-competitir" p.u"ii"" or conduct is general and inclu-

sive.6

Generally, in a developing economy, competition law and policy is understood as

serving two distinct goal", -pto*otiog "o*p"tition 
in the market while at the

,u-" tI*" fostering ai-o"ru"y.'Wt aiclearly stands out as a goal of competition

poii"v i, eliminating or mitigating governmental, natural or artifrcial barriers to

entry, which is based oo irr" i*po'riiion that ent y x the esse_nce of co.mpetition.s

Such a view is foundJ on ihe-premise that an entry-based competition policy

"uo 
prorio. the foundaiion for a democratic market economy wherein competi-

tivepressureshoneproductionefficiencyandstimulateproductandprocessirrno-
vation fundamental to international "o*p"titiu"ress 

and economic grou'th'e

Competition law is hrlely used to protect the competition process in the markets

il ffi;lt"g a legal frimewort to iegulate the practices of undertakings, and to

;";id; u g"o"a Jnvironment for business entities.loBy facilitating competition,

io*p"titioi law aims to achieve efficient a],location of resources and enhance

"onrorn., 
welfare by lowering product price'I1

4 T. Ramap pa, Competition Law in India 2 (Oxford University Press India'

Delhi, 3rd edn., 2013).

s nicnara whish and David Bailey, Competition Law 2l (oxford University

Press, United Kingdom, lth edn.,2012)'

6 Supra Note 4 at 2.

zno,'C.Singleton,..CompetitionPolicyforDevelopingCounhies:.ALong.run,
E,rrt y-Uur"a,{pproach' Xi Contemporary Economic Policy a (April 1997)'

8 rbid.
9lbid.
l0RitaYiManLiandYiLutLi,..TheRoleofCompetitionLaw:AnAsianPer-
spective,, g Asian Social scienci (zotz), available at: http://dx.doi.org/10.5539/

ass.v9n7p47 (Last accessed Dec' 4, 2016)'

tr lbid.
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Competition policy in India formerly revolved around the now-repealed Mo-
nopolies and Reshictive Trade Practices Act, 1969 (,MRTP Act"). The MRTP
Act was a testimony of the social and economic philosophy enshrined in the Di
rective Principles of State Policy.12 However, evolving trade practices and chang-
ing market conditions necessitated the enactment of a new legislation, which
could address the problems that the new market conditions brought with them-
selves. The pressing need to shift focus from curbing monopolies to promoting
competition was 4so one of the reasons which prompted enactment of a new
competition 1aw.l3 Consequently, the .Competition Act, 2002 (,,Competition
Act") was enacted to prevent practices having an adverse effect on competition,
to protect the interests of consumers, and to ensure the freedom of trade.laWhile
the MRTP Act was meant to contain the concentration of economic power, the
Competition Act relates to the preservation and protection of competition. The
Competition Act is one of the ways in which India responded to globalisation, by
opening up its economy, removing control and resorting to liberalisation.ls While
attempting to be an improvement upon the MRTP Act, the Competition Act now
contains four essential components:

- Anti-competitive agreements;

- Abuse of dominance;

- Combinations regulations;

- Competition advocacy.

competition law in India also abides by the view that entry is the essence of
competition. The Statement of objects and Reasons of the competition Act ob-
serve that in order to ensure that the Indian market should be geared to face com-
petition from within the counhy and outside, this Act seeks to ensure fair compe-
tition in India by prohibiting trade practices which cause appreciable adverse
effects on competition in markets within India.16 In fact, the Indian competition
law unusually lays down in the statute itself several economic criteria that the
Competition Commission of India "shall have due regard to" in arriving at a de-
cision about the anti-competitive nature of a firm"s actions.rT Section 19(3)t8of
the Act enlists the factors

12 S.M. Dugar, Guide to Competition Law 4 (Lexis Nexis Butterworths Wad-
hwa, Nagpur, Vol. 1, 5th edn., 2010).
13 Supra Note 13 at572.
14 The Competition Act,2002, Statement of Objects and Reasons.
15 The Competition Bill, 2001, Statement of Objects and Reasons.
16 The Competition Act,2002, Statement of Objects and Purpose.
17 Aditya Bhattachaq'ea, "India"s New Competition Law: A Comparative As-
sessmenf ' 4 Journal of Competition Law and Economics 618 (2008).
l8 The Competition Act, s. 19.
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that the Competition Commission is expected to take into consideration while deter-

mining whether an agreement has an appreciable adverse effect on competition. The

first three sub-clauses of Section 19(3) mandate that the Commission shall have due

regard to the following factors:

(a) creation of barriers to new enhants in the market;

(b) driving existing competitors out of the market;

(c) foreclosure of competition by hindering entry into the market.

Evidently, freedom ofentry into a particular market plays a significant role in deter-

mining whether a particular agleement h-as an appreciable adverse effect on competi-

tion. The Raghavan Committee Reportle captures the essence of the competition law

regime in India. The Report observes that existing competition laws prohibit abuse

of dominant position in two forms - firstly, actions taken by an incumbent firm to
exploit its position of dominance (by charging higher prices, restricting quantities,

etc.), and secondly, actions by an incumbent in a dominant position to protect its
position of dominance by making it difficult for potential entrants and competitors to

enter the market.2o

The Supreme Court has acknowledged that the overall intention of the competition
policy in India has been to limit the fole of market power that might result from sub-

stantial concentration in a particular industry.2r It Competition Commission of India

v. Steel Authority of India Ltd.,22 the Court observed that the primary purpose of
competition law is to remedy some of those situations where the activities of one

f,rrm or two lead to the breakdown of the free market system, or, to prevent such a

breakdown by laying down rules by which rival businesses can compete with each

other.23 The model of perfect competition would be the "economic model" that usu-

ally comes to an economist"s mind when thinking about the competitive markets.24

While some objectives of competition law may differ across jurisdictions, promoting

efficiency remains common to all. Theoretically, competition law commonly seeks

to achieve allocative efficiency, which ensures the effective allocation ofresources;
productive efficiency, which ensures that costs ofproduction are kept at a

19 The Committee was constituted under the Chaimranship of Mr. S.V.S' Raghavan.

20 S.V.S. Raghavan Committee, Report of High-Level Committee on Competition

Law and Policy (2007), available at:hltp:llwww.competitioncommission'gov.in/
Act/Re port_of High_Level Committee (Last Accessed Dec.4,2016).
2l Competition Commission of India v. Steel Authority of India Ltd. , (2010) l0 SCC

744.22 (2010) 10 SCC744.
23 lbid.
24lbid.
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minimum; and dynamic efficiency, which promotes innovative practices.25
These factors have, by and large, been accepted all over the world and in India,
as the guiding principles for effective implementation of competition law.26

The Competition Commission of India terms the Act an "economic law" the
purpose of which is to promote and protect competitive forces in the market
because free and fair competition is in the interest of consumers.2TThe Com-
mission has acknowledged that while the term "competition" is not defined
under this Act, in economics it is a term that encompasses the notion of
"individuals and frrms striving for a greater share of a market to sell or buy
goods and services and eam higher profits as a consequence."28Essentially, this
would mean that competition strives to achieve a situation where each firm has
an equal opportunity to enter a market and barriers to entry are curbed, to a

large extent.

That the competition law in India takes a highly economic view of dominance
of an enterprise is evident from the manner in which "abuse of dominance" is to
be determined under the Act. Abuse of dominant position is established, for the
purposes of the Competition Act, if the dominant firm imposes unfair condi-
tions or price, predatory pricing, limiting production/market, creating barriers to
entry and applying dissimilar conditions to similar transactions.2eMoreover, to
prove that the acquisition of an enterprise by another enterprise amounts to a
combination, the Act lays down strictly economical standards based on the re-
spective tumovers of either of the enterprises. Evidently, the form and skucture
of the Competition Act is founded on purely economic considerations coupled
with free entry being the essence of this structure.

Competition Law and Industry/Sector-specific Issues

Given the generic nature of the Competition Act, it is but natural that the Act is
expected to protect and promote competition across all industries, notwithstand-
ing the diverse nature of goods or services that such industries might be provid-
ing. This is not meant to disregard instances where the Competition Commis-
sion has been faced with appeals to carve a special competition regime for spe-
cif,rc indushies/markets. For instance, in the case of Sh. Dhanraj Pillay and

25 Adilya Bhattacharjea, "Of Omissions and Commissions: India"s Competi-
tion Laws" 45 Economic and Political Weekly 41 (2010).
26 (2010) t0 scc744.
2lArun Kumar Tyagi v. The Software Engineering Institute, The High Court of
Uttarakhand and HCL Technologies, 2011 Comp LR 539 (CCI).
28 20ll Comp LR 539 (CCD.
29 The Competition Act, s. 4.
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ors. v. l0/s. Hockey India,3o the applicability of competition laws to.the spods

sector was questioned due io the pyramidal *tto"t*" of sports" organisations in

india and whether certain specifrciiies of sports make it different from other com-

merciat enterprises. while the need for a special competition regime for the

sports industry was not fructified, the question for a separate competition regime

fot to*" sectors certainly merits attention'

The media industry, aS a Separate sector irr itself, invites the atterrtion of the

stakeholders for enactment of a specifrc competition regime for itself. A lot many

alleged cross media ownership entities might escape the provisjons of the com-

;;fi"" Act because they are iested against the standards laid down by competi-
^tion 

law, which are targety economic in nature. The cross media holdings do not,

per se,violate ury ptouiriors of the Competition Act' However' broader consid-

erations of plurality and diversity of views in the media are not considered during

such an assessment. In India and elsewhere, the shifting natule of.the markets

and the relatively unusual nature of business in the media markets, have thrown

,rp n"* conceptual problems intrinsic to competition law a1d.golicy, adequate

responses to such problems may or may not have been devised tiil now.31

More than anything else, the jurisprudential approach of the Competition Com-

mission while dealing ,ilth issues in media markets has prompted such a discus-

sion. In the commission"s defence, competition law has been designed to protect

competition in markets, and not peculiaiissues that arise in specific markets' For

med^ia markets, issues of pturatiiy in ownership and diversity of content are bur-

g"otirrg issues, which competition law may not be equipped to address' The next

fu;i aoalyse certain orders of the Commission in regard to the media markets

and the approach that the commission has been adopting to determine what un-

dermines competition law principles in the media markets'

Approach of the competition commission of India in its orders concerning

the media industrY

From an economic standpoint, competition law tends to enhance the distribution

of media products u, 
"urii"., 

of information and, thereby' competition law con-

tributes to democracy by distributing politically relevant information, ideas and

opinions more effectively.32 Economic

302013 ComP LR 0543 (CCI).

3lAndrew Scott, "Media Markets: A
Extrinsic Challenges for Competition

Crucible for Assessing the Intrinsic and

Law and Policy'' 9 The Competition Law

Review 4 (2013).

32 Josef drexl, "Competition Law in Media Markets and its Contribution to De-

mocracy - A Global Perspective" Max Planck Institute for Innovation and com-

petition Research Paper No. la-16 QOl4), available at: lrttps.llpapers.ssrn.com'/

sol3 /papers. cfm? ab stractj c-25 n 146 (Last Visited D ec' 4' 201 6)'
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markets tend to be more narrowly defined than the relevant market in view of
protecting media plurality.33 However, a concem which merits urgent consid-
eration is whether the media being a 'politically relevant" industry requires a

more concrete set of rules and practice for addressing the competition law
question. The criterion that the Commission has adopted while giving orders
concerning the media industry has been that of the ,,relevant markef'. The Act
defines relevant market under Section 2(r) as:

"the market which may be determined by the Commission with reference to
the relevant product market or the relevant geographic market or with refer-
ence to both the markets."

The Act proceeds to define the "relevant geographic markef' and the "relevant
product market" in Sections 2(s) and 2(t), respectively. Whether a firm enjoys
dominant position is to be determined with reference to a relevant market,
both the relevant product market and the relevant geographic market.3a While
a relevant geographic market would comprise that part of the territory where
the conditions of competition for supply of goods or provision of services are
distinctly homogenous, a relevant product market comprises all products and
services considered interchangeable or substitutes by the consumer by reason
ofcharacteristics ofthe products or services, their prices and intended use.

Identification of the relevant market formed an important part of the discus-
sion in JAK Communications Pvt. Ltd. v. Sun Direct Pvt. Ltd.3sHere, the in-
formant alleged that the opposite parfy was providing huge subsidies to the
consumers in respect of direct-to-home (DTH) services in an attempt to cap-
ture the market. The opposite party had allegedly subsidised the prices of set-
top boxes (STBs) as well as monthly subscription charges for paid channels,
acts which amount to "predatory pricing" and "abuse of dominant position".36
The informant was a multi-system operator (MSO) and engaged in the busi-
ness of distributing TV signals and hence, the opposite party was one of its
competitors. Interestingly, the Director-General37 identified the whole of India
as the relevant market in the instant case, on the ground that DTH services and
cable TV services cannot be regarded as interchangeable by reason ofcharac-
teristics of the product, pricing and intended use.38 On the contrary, the

33 rbid.
34 Supra Note 4 at 165.
35 20lL Comp LR 519 (CCI).
36 20ll Comp LR s19 (CCD.
37 Competition Act, 2002, s.2(g) defines "Director General" as the Director
General appointed under s. 16(l) and includes any Additional, Joint, Deputy or
Assistant Directors General appointed under that section.
38 20ll Comp LR 519 (CCD.
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Commissionidentifiedtherelevantmarketonthebasisoflanguagewhile
keeping in mind *"'r;;i featotes ,ol,'h" 

South Indian TV market'

where the opposite p"iy iutg"ty operated' The Commission held:

"In South India, it is not that other DTH service providers are having no

presence. There is "'"""ii 
UT rier-which,p'uu"itt other operators from

'gainfully entering and operating in the market'"

The commission held that the opposite party was not in a position of domi-

nance and other players in the riievant martet were giving.sufficient com-

petition to it. The p;;; "i 
a nurnber of other DTH service providers in

the South lndian TV;;;;;as wha! assisted the Commission in formu-

lating the view that ihe-"orra,rrt of the opposite party was not anti

comPetitive.

ln Consumer Online Foundation v' Tata StE-Limited ?"d 9":i: -it 
is perti-

nenttomentionthaltheinformationwasfiledbytheConsumeronline
Foundation against i;Sky ilited, Dish Tv Limited, Reliance Big TV

Limited and Sun Dir;;; TV pvr. Ltd. (a[ of whom are DTH service provid-

ers). The informant uif"gta tha! thg said DTH service providers were re-

training competition i, ih" -urk"t by preventing interoperability between

hardware and DTH tig";ft pt*lata UV different manufacturers and DTH

service providers. Di"H ;;*i"e proviiers, allegedly, were not. providing

services to consumert, ""fttt 
they also prrrchase the hardware from them'

which includes,fr" iirf, ur,ennae and Stg.40 The information claimed that

ideally,ituroo.**'ttutusfg'he/sheshouldbeabletoaccesstheser-
vices of different Oiff ."*i"e pioviders, without being required to buy a

different srB for "rrtil; 
trr. ,i*ir". oi different service providers. Dif-

ferent manufacturers sholuld be able to provide hardware d!1ectly to the

subscribers irrespective of the service provider of the content'41 Essentially'

by preventing irrt.rop.'uilfi;t1 ;jn servic" providers are creating a barrier

to enffy for the ."tdil;;ilch manufacture only STBs. Moreover, it was

alleged that the respondents were providine STBs to their consumer base

for free which u*oirrr"a ,o abuse of domi#nt pos_ition fu?"gl "predatory

pricing,,. While th;;;; i, tt is case hinged laigely on technological iimi-

tations inherent in pi, services which ciuld nol have made interoperabil-

ity possible, the co"mmis.io" -ua. a pertinent observation when it said:

39 MANU/CO/0o81/2011'
40 rbid.
4l Id.
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"The TV subscription market is very dynamic and competitive where not
only are DTH operators vigorously competing with each other but also with
the entrenched cable TV providers. Therefore, allegation ofdominance can-
not be established. In the absence of dominance, the question of any abuse,
including predatory pricing, does not arise."4z

It is important to consider the order of the competition commission passed
in the challenge to the Reliance-NetworkrB-Eenadu combinitiona3
(combination Registration No. c-2012/03/47). since bottr the groups are
engaged in the business of rv channels, the combination has the effect of
consolidating numerous news channels in English, and several other regional
channels under a single ownership. Additionally, numerous websites, web-
portals and other web-managed content offered by the Neworklg Group was
also brought within the umbrella of this combination. The said combination
was challenged for causing an appreciable adverse effect on competition by
foreclosing scope for innovation and competition, both in terms of technoi-
ogy and content.aa

The competition commission, however, chose to rely on a strictly construed
definition of relevant markets and concluded that the said combination was
not anti-competitive. while commenting on the issue of competition in the
TV channel market, the Commission noted:

"the business of supply of television channels in India is featured by the
presence of significant number of broadcasters operating qcross various
genres targeting national and regional audience/viewership. The television
chqnnels operated by the kIL Group primarily target regional audience/
viewership, whereas the television channels operated by Network lB Group
are targeted tow ards the national audience/v iewers hip.,,

Further, the commission also drew a distinction between the relevant mar-
kets on the basis of genre and language. The commission observed:

"The television channels operated by NetworktB Group and NL Group
could be further distinguished from eqch other on the basis of genre and
language. Both groups operate regional Marathi television chaniels, how-
ever, IBN Lokmat operated by Networkl B Group is a Marathi news channel
whereas

42 MANU/COI 0081 I 2011, para 19.1.
43 competition commission of Indiav. Zero coupon optionally convbrtible
D ebentur es, MANU/CO/0 0 58 120 12.
44 MANU/CO 1005812012, paru 27 .
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ETV-MarathioperatedbytheHlLGroupisaMarathigeneralentertainment
television chainet. IBNT of Network 18 Group and ETV-UP' ETY-W' ETV'

Bihar and ETy_Raiasthai of NL Group operate in Hindi news space which

is characterised by the presence of othir ln o*n channels like AajTak, India

TV, NDTV India,-Star i,{ews and Zee News...... ... ...Moreover, the combined

shareofIBNT,ETV-UP,ETV'MP,ETV-BiharandEW-Raiasthaninthe
total iiewership basefor Hindi news channels is also not significant'"

Whilediscussingtheissueofwebportals,theCommissionobserved:

,,NetworklsGroupoperatesvariousweb-portalsthatcouldbeaccessed

through various iniernet crccess services through wire line or 
.wireless 

net-

workincluding those using 2G, 3G and 4G technologies. In vio,u of the fact
that there ari other 

"onint 
proriders, either existing or potential, who in

timewill be able to provide cintent through other Internet Service Providers

@is), including ptayers offering 4G services' and may even use new and

more competitive mldels,-ihe pitenttal competition conc.erns, 
,i{xrw, 

that

may arisefrom the vertical arrangement get mfitgqted'

while from a competition law perspective, the commission"s decision

would find abundant support, issuis o}media plurality have either not fig-

ured in the Commissiorris consideration, or seem to have been relegated to a

backseat.Numericallyput,thiscombinationwouldhavecontrolover13
news channels, 22 

"nt"rtuio*"rt 
channels and'18 websites, in 11 lan-

'g;^g"ri;f;i*, 
facie, this comes across as consolidation of news media in

ihe country in the hands of a concentrated few'

This approach involving assessment of the relevant market is also evident in

the Commission"s ordei in l4ralt Disney C.-ompany (Southeast Asiq) Pte' Ltd'

v. (lTV Software Communications Ltd',a1 approving 
'h" 

W1ft Disney-UTV

combination. The said combination relates to the media and entertainment

industry, comprising films, television, radio, print, music' advertising' inter-

active media including animation, gaming, etc.a8 The Commission seemed to

have accepted the coitention of the parties when they said that while the

oi.r"y croup is primarily engaged in the business of producing and releas-

ing motion Pictures in the

45 MANU/C O 1005812012, Para 27 .

46 Anuradha Raman, "eig eO in the Chair" The Outlook, Jul. 14,2014,

available at: http://'Jww.outlookindia.comlarticle/Big-ED-In-The-
Chairl29l3ll (Last Accessed Dec' 4, 2016)'

47 2Ol2 ComP LR 2s8 (CCD.

48lbid.
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English language, the UTV Group is primarily in the business of producing

and releasit g ttit di lurgrage motion pictures.ae The parties also contended

that the market is also characterised by relative ease of entry and exit for
the players. The commission accepted these contentions forwarded by the

purties on the ground that the said combination between the two entities

was not likely to lead to co-ordinated or exclusionary behaviour and avail-

ability of ample choice and variety of products to the consumers would be

ensured.50

In Shri Yogesh Ganeshlaji somani v. Zee Turner Ltd. and star Den Media

services Pvt. Ltd.,51 a joint venture (rv) between both the opposite parties

was challenged by the informant as being anti-competitive. The fV be-

tween zeeTtrner Ltd. and star Den Media services Pvt. Ltd. was meant to

combine the distribution of their respective channel bouquets following
which the fV would jointly aggregate and distribute channels licensed to

either of the parties and collect the subscription revenue of the combined

entity.s2 The informant claimed that the rv formed by both the parties

would eventually own 63 TV channels across different languages and gen-

res. The informant also alleged that the JV would be a much stronger inter-

mediary in the market which would have the potential to stifle competition

in the market because after subscribing to channels out of the 63 offered by
the W, the MSOs, local cable operators (LCOs), DTH operators (DTHOs)

and Internet Protocol television operators (IPTVOs) would not have

enough financial capacity to subscribe to channels of other broadcasters. 
53

However, despite the number of channels that would have fallen under the

umbrella of the impugned JV, the Commission refused to term its position

as dominant in the relevant market. The Commission held that,

"on the basis of available data, it is noted that as an aggregator the JV

formed by the Opposite Parties has the largest number of channels in its
kitty but when compared to the total number of channels av.ailable in the

country its market share is approximately 10 per cent only."'"

49 2012 Comp LR 258 (CCD
50 lbid.
51 2013 Comp LR492 (CCD.
52lbid.
53ld.
54 Id.
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The problem with delineating relevant markets on the basis of
oolanguaget'

Even though the Competition Commission has been using language as a pa-

rameter to defrne a relivant market, media plurality is far from protected by

means of this approach. India is a multilingual nation with most people hav-

ing proficiencyin more than one language. Consequently, consumef prefer-

ences and consumption pattems would transcend more than one market, par-

ticularly insofar as language is concemed'

Moreover, the Commission seems to have easily accepted arguments in fa-

vour of combinations which are based primarily on the large number of chan-

nels/websites/other such media that would exist, even pursuant to a combina-

tion the validity of which maybe suspect. For instance, in the Walt Disney-

UW conbination, the Commission accepts the contention'othat the presence

of a number of significant players offering a large number of channels, in-

iludirg for each of the genres, competing for viewership and prime-time

slots,iiistence of regulatory oversight and overall growth in the last fevv

years in the num-ber if channels and options available to the viewers, make
"this 

business highly cimpetitive, innovitive and $tnamic."55 Hence, entry has

been the touchsione of ensuring competition; plurality in media ownership or

diversity in the content being offered have not.

The Cornmission appears to have been categorical in its assertion that the

edifice of competition law rests upon the dynamics of competition in o'one

particular markef', and that the benefits or harm to competition have to be

assessed with respect to that market.s6 However, it needs to be bome in mind

that market definition focuses on demand substitution factors which would

comprise within it possible consumer preferences.5' Media plurality has been

considered to include consumption patterns and hence, the manner in which

the Commission has been defining relevant markets in the media industry are

sufficient to only serve the purposes of competition law.

It would be unfair to say that the Commission has not made attempts to take

non-economic factors into consideration while giving orders with respect to

entities in the media market. It HT Media Ltd. v. Super Cassette Industries

Ltd.58 the Commission observed that "evaluation of strength" has to be ascer-

tained not merely on the basis of market share of an enterprise but on the ba-

sis of a

55 2012 Comp LR 258 (CCD, Para19.
56 As is evident from the orders n HT Media andWalt Disney.

57 Supra Note 13 at 859.

s82014 Comp LR 129 (CC\.
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"host offactors suclt as size and importance of competitors, economic power
ofenterprise, entry barriers, etc. This wide spectrum offactors indicates thot
the Commission is required to take a very holistic and pragmatic approach

while inquiring whether an enterprise enjoys a dominant position."

Arguably, a "holistic and pragmatic approach" in the media market can pos-
sibly bring within its ambit the plurality of media ownership and diversity in
the views being presented to the audience. The Commission had the oppor-
tunity of addressing these questions in the case of the Reliance-Networkls
combination, which had the consequence of combining several TV channels
and intemet news websites under the single ownership of the Reliance
group. The combination brings within a single umbrella a large number of
news channels which essentially serve politically relevant content to the au-
dience. The Commission could have adopted what is coming to be called the
"evolutionary approach" to competition, which would have the effect of en-
hancing democracy.5e Theoretically, this approach stresses that a higher
number of market participants that compete for innovation will be more
likely to provide fulI and equal access of creators and their works instead of
limiting access to the market to only an efficient number of works. Under
the economics-driven competition law approach, this might seem like a far-
fetched proposition. But in the absence of a separate and distinct competition
regime for the media markets, this can be somethin g that can be argued for.

In this context, what is worthy of mention is a decision of the Competition
Commission which had the effect of protecting diversity of views being pre-
sented to the audience while confining itself within the limits of the present
Competition Act. In Kansan News Pvt. Ltd. v. Fast Way Transmission Pyt.
Ltd.,60the Commission was called upon to act against u grorrp of cable TV
operators in the State of Punjab that were obstructing the transmission of
news on a regional TV news channel called Kansan News. The matter took a
political tum when the informant alleged that it was being harassed by the
cable TV operators, who enjoyed control over almost 95Yo of the cable dis-
tribution network system in the State of Punjab and the Union territory of
Chandigarh, for having criticised the then ruling party in Punjab.61

The Commission used strict competition law principles to analyse the mar-
ket dominance of the cable TV operators and the position of Kansan News
against it. kr this context, the

59 Supra Note 32.
60 MANU/COt0063t2012.
61lbid.
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Commission considered cable TV service a distinct product in relation to

other platforms for TV transmission (for instance, DTH service). The Com-

mission identified Punjab and Chandigarh as the relevant geographic market,

and found that the group of cable operators had to be considered a dominant

player with substantial market share.62 lnterestingly, the Commission noted

that the actions of the cable TV operators had reduced the reach of Kansan

News to "only 56,000 households on the cable TV in the State of Punjab,

where about 45,00,000 households are connected to the cable network. Thus,

the informant has been effectively wiped out from the entire relevant mar-

ket."63 Evidently, the Commission adopted the economic approach that the

Competition Act is known for.

Scholarly writing has, however, chosen to adopt a more democratic way of
looking at this decision by observing that in this particular case,"the Commis-

sion used competition law to ensure accqss of a particular group of consum-

ers to importint political information,"6a which was being foreclosed by the

group of cable TV operators. In other words, the commission helped promote

ioth^"competition culture" as well as'odemocratic cu1ture".6s

In fact, the Supreme Court has recognised that the primary purpose of compe-

tition law and policy is to control the proliferation of monopolies as these

have the effect of causing economic fficiency losses to society and product

quality, and diversity may also be affected.66

Conclusion

A combination in the nature of Reliance-Networkls might not fall foul of the

Competition Act even though it might severely impact the diversity of views

prevalent in the media market. A combination of such nature may (or may

not) hurt the media market, or other incumbent firms economically. However,

the lack of plurality in media ownership would be evident in the content that

would be made available on the consortium of channels that would fall under

the umbrella of this combination.

The primary goal of competition law in a developing economy is eliminating

or mitigating governmental, natural or artificial barriers to entry. However,

only removal of barriers to entry may or may not serve the goals of media

plurality. The goal of plurality in media

62 MANU/CO10063120L2.
63 rbid.
64 Supra Note 32.

65 rbid.
66 Competition Commission of India v. steel Authority of India Ltd., (2010)

t0 scc 144.
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markets is to ensure the existence of a range of media voices, to ensure diver-
sity of viewpoints and prevent any one *idiu owner to have too much influ_
ence over public opinion. Given the peculiar nature and implications of me-
dia plurality, a special. framework, separate from competition laua may be
required for ensuring diversity of viewpoints in the media markets. To ensure
robust competition as well as the ends of democracy, cross-media ownership
concems desele urgent attention from competitioniaw. Time is ripe to reas_
sess this concem, and bring_ about necessary changes to the compJtition raw
regime to adequately serve the needs of the irrririrg'a",,ocracy thiiis tndia.
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CIVILIAN AND COMMERCIAL USAGE OF DRONES: PROM.

ISES AND LEGALITIES 
Mohammad Umar *

Abstract

Drones are conyentionally understood as military tools of stealth and

destruction. Ho*ur;r, iitl, t"rt nological innovation in recent past,

the concept lro, o"[ui'"d several civilian and commercial dimensions

such as - keeping a iatch over a large public gathering-or delivering

items bought online;;;i" door step i7in" customers. Like any techno'
';;;;;";;""otion, 

thni*u are legal-isyes related to drones also; espe'
';r"r;l;, 

*itl, ugo,a'-n i'i'o'iy and human security' Individual state

aviation departments have made some leads alongside the develop-

ments in ICAO Out op"ro,tionalization of drones as a comffion practice

is yet to be achievei' The article is an attempt to throw light on these

oip""tt with special focus on tlSA and India'

Keywords- civilian and commercial dimensions' privacy' human se-

cultY,ICAO

PrefatorY
ffii:tJ;t*ring, dronesr were almost exclusively the province of mili-

,{ in fhe

"T:':"|?ffi"r't* 
more than remote-controlld planes used in the

--- rL ^ l^^^,{ao

lffi:il fi ;'il;;iiit"'v a'o'"' advalce$ steadrll :f :1 lli ::,:T:,:i
I:ffi,.#6|iiffi; sophisticated tools that couli surveil battlefield

r--^.^^ll ^-l 
-rrnmrnnedil:ilffi'il#".i,;:.0, rodav, the- terms i'"i:l Tg;::'H*

'T#'ff #Jilru;i;;;;lit;[thatTviqry:g:":]:T.":1,*:l
;;il A io poiot B and is either '"fo,-'g ":*"]l"t*:,:.'1,:t :#,:";il#:t;wfil;;r""v!1-'i"'"9'h'poi11""::'""]:'":l:t:*;"1
;"./[1"u|;.iirt, intelligent software, senso,rs o{ cameras, a power

;;;, ;;J a method ormoultitv (usuallv propellers)'

* Assistant Professor, Galgotias university, Greater Noida' u'P'

t. In this paper th" ;;;e"; shall.be^"':1*::::Ylt":: *itliT
i;#rililJ"u,io""tor (unmanned Aerial vehicle) and RPAS

(Remotely Piloted Aircraft Systems)'
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Inevitably, drone technology spilled out from the military and intoother parrs of the pubric secior.-In the united ir"i", ;;;;. rast dec_ade, federal researchers furned to drones for monitorinj weather andland, the Department of Homeland security started rffig on them tokeep an eye on borders, and porice adopted them for search-and-rescue
missions. Then came .u"ryduy 

"orrrrrir.rr, 
who took to parks on theweekend with their often homemade creaiions. outsia"'goo.**"rrt,

drones were mostly flown for fun, not profit.

Until recently,that is. rn the rast severar years, a new group of actorshas come to embrace drones: private companies. rrrpir""auv the tech-nological progress made in the military and in the massive htbby mar_ket, these newcomers have rearizea tiatin everything from farming tobridge inspection, drones offer a dramatic improvement over business
as usual. companies rike Amazon and Googre have investeJ a signifi-cant amount of money in pranning their drone services to-their con_sumers.

So there remains a huge scope of integration of drones in domestic
space. However, this is not as simpre as attractive it is. There are rangeof legal issues and evolution of regarities regarding drones taking praceall over the worrd. The article stritt try to give an overyiew of the in-ternational position and wourd look specificarly into tt 

"-o.orr" 
law ofunited States and finaily it shail analyse the position in India as well.

Potential Usage and Market of Drones

As more and more actors have invested in drone research and deverop-ment, the vehicles themselves have become cheaper, simpler, andsafer. Perhaps even more exciting are the changes in software, whichhas advanced at lightning speed, 
-getting 

smarter and more reliable bythe day: now, for.*urrrpL, ur"r, fuo fl! drones *ith"";;;;;idance
and set up so-called geo-fences to fix boundaries at certainaltitudes oraround certain areas. The economics are now atkactive
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enough that many industries are looking to drones to perform work

traditionally done by humans-or never before done at all'

Many applications involve inspection; it's far cheaper and safer to

send a drone with a camera into a remote or dangerous place than to

send a human. Oil and gas companies are using drones to monitor
pipelines, oil rigs, and gas flares. Utility companies can use them to

check electrical wires and towers. Engineers are beginning to use them

to inspect bridges and buildings for damage and to survey land. In ag-

riculture, meanwhile, drones offer a bird's-eye view of farms, without
the cost of aircraft or satellites. Farmers are starting to rely on drones

to diagnose the health of their crops, assess damage after a storm or

flood, herd livestock, and eradicate pests' In Australi a and Japan,

drones are fertllizing crops, Drones could soon deliver light packages,

too. Already, Amazon and Google have spent millions of dollars de-

veloping drone delivery programs, although much work remains to be

done to make the services practical. Some entrepreneurs have tried out

drones to deliver beer at concerts and champagne to hotel balconies. In
Singapore, which has more service jobs than available workers, one

restaurant chain is planning to replace waiters with drones. In remote

parts of the world with little transportation infrastructure, drones could

be used for humanitarian pu{poses, delivering medicine and other es-

sentials. They could also play a role in protecting endangered species

by tracking illegal poachers.,The list is virhrally non-exhaustive and it
can go on to the extent of human imagination.

The potential size of the commercial drone market is hard to pin down,

in part because in the United States, the shaky regulatory environment
is leading many companies to keep their plans private. still, forecasts

are upbeat. In2Ol4,the firm Lux Research estimated that by 2025,the

2 See generally Des Butler, The Dawn of the Age of the Drones: An Australian

Privacy law Perspective, UNSW Law Joumal, Yol37(2), p.437; See also Roland

E Weibel and R John Hansman, :Safety Considerations for Operation of Un-
manned Aerial Vehicles in the National Airspace System' (Report No ICAT
2005-1, International Centre for Air Transportation, Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, March 2005) 19.

3Gretchen West,Drone On, Foreign Affairs, 2015, Vol. 94, Issue 3

4lbid.
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global market for commercial drones will reach $1.7 billion, with
drones used for agriculture generating $350 million in annual reve-
nue and those used in the oil and gas industry generating $247 mll-
lion. The drone industry is poised for greatness.s

Legal Issues involved
a. Privacy

These machines now mean that for individuals like the posited
homeowner's adolescent neighbour, barriers such as high fences no
longer constitute insuperable obstacles to their voyeuri-stic endeav-
ours. Moreover, ease of access to the internet and video sharing
websites provides a ready means of sharing any recordings made
with such cameras with a wide audience. persons in the home-
owner's position might understandably seek some form of redress
for such egregious invasions of their privacy. other than some form
of self-help6what alternative ,.r.ur*^", may be available? The ap-
plication, called Snoopy, runs on drones and looks for a smartphone
signal while it is searching for a wi-Fi network. The software is
designed to trick a victim's mobile device into thinking it.s con-
necting to a trusted access point to access data from tie handset
once attached. Snoopy could be used by attackers to steal a victim.s
data, including user credentials, credit card numbers and location
data. The researchers at Sensepoint successfully demonstrated the
ability of the Snoopy application to steal Amazon, paypal, and

5 lbid.
6 Such as may be encouraged by bounties for shooting down
drones, as at least one American town has been reported as consid-
ering: Keith coffman, :Don't Like Drones? Folks in Deer Trail,
c_olorado Mull Paying citizens to Shoot Them Down., The Sydney
Morning Herald ,18 July 2013, Available at_ hffp:il
www. smh. com. aultechno logy/technolo gy-news/dont-like-drones-
folks-in-deer-trail-colorado -mull-paying-citizens-to-shoot-them-
down-2O 1 3 07 l8-2q5rd.html#ixzz2ZMSXoscH <Accessed on 5th
April,2016>
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Yahoocredentialsfromrandomcitizenswhilethedronewasflying
over their heads in the streets of London'7

b. SafeE

Therealeconcernsfromsafetyanglesto.Flyingdronesposesathreat
to manned civilian aircrafts and ihere are possibilities that an aerial

collision can happen in case the flight ofdrone goes ill regulated' Fur-

ther, battery failure in air or any other technical fault can land the

drone or, ,o*" individual which can cause rnjury and grievous hurt'

ih. i.rr. of fixing the liability is extremely pertinent in these cases'

c. SnooPing

Recently, a radioactive drone landed on the terrace of Japan's presi-

dent.suuoa".Althoughafterinvestigationnosignificantthreatwas
,""r"0 but a possibilif arose for the thoughtful that drones can be use

,, ug"''t, of snooping and stealing government.s secret information by

flViig over sensitir" ,or.r, keeping a track of official's guests etc.

International Legal Position

The International Civil Aviation organization (ICAO) was_created in

1944 upon the signing of the convention on International civil Avia-

tio, 1"o*onty [fe,,ed to as the Chicago Convention), as a IIN spe-

cialised ugrn"y.'It publishes Standards and Recommended Practices

(SARPO *rrl.r, are intended to assist states in developing national

aviationregulations. Each ICAO member country has a national avia'

tion agency, or agencies, to oversee the different aspects ofcivil avia-

tion, Jrch as piloi licensing or air traffrc management services. Under

ertille 8 of tire Chicago Convention, all RPAS regardless of size are

prohibited from flYing over another

Thttp://securityaffairs.co/wordpress 12337 4lhacking/snoopy-drone-data-

stealLr.html (Last Accessed on 5*'April, 2016)
gfCaO has iSt Member States which work collectively to harmooise and stan-

dardise the use ofairspace for safety, efficiency and regularity ofair hansport'
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state.s territory without its permission.'However, this article has less

to do with civii and commercial application of drones and is more con-

cerned about sovereignty breach issues due to unmanned aerial vehi-

cles respectivelY.

Giventhelackofavailabilityofguidelines,ICAOsetupanUn-
manned Aircraft Systems Study Group (UASSG) in 2007 ' which

brought together experts from its Member States, stakeholder gloups

urrA irOr*frr, to discuss the impact of RPAS on aviation regulation. In

Novemberzfi4,inresponsetotherapiddevelopmentsinRPAStech-
nology, the UASSG was elevated to the status of a Panel, and it aims

to piiliirt, Standards and Recommended Practices (SARPs) on un-

manned akcraftby 2018.,oThese SARPs will include guidance on air-

worthiness, operations and pilot licensing'

As an interim measure, ICAO has recently completed drafting the

Manual on Remotely Piioted Aircraft Systems (RPAS) (Doc 10019)'"

This document provides readers with analyses of how the existing

regulatory framework developed for manned aviation applies to un-

manned aicraft. and provides insight into the changes that will be

coming. It serves as an educational tool for States and stakeholders, it

,rrppoi, the development of SARPs and guidance material by ICAO

""4 
it gives a basis for other standards-makin g orgarizations to harmo-

nize their activities'"

Therefore, as far as international guidelines on drones are concemed,

they are riitt in avery nascent stage. We have to wait till final guide-

tir., ur. up. Till then matter is best left to state practices. We shall be

focusing o, th. position in united States and then finally on the status

of drone flight in India.

Drones in United States

gThe Civil Aviation Authority, CAP 722: Unmanned Aircraft Systems Opera-

tionsinUKAirspace:Guidance(10August2012)Sectionl'Chapter2'pl"
https ://www.caa.co.ulddoc sl33 I C AP7 22'pdf

10 An ICAO Panel can generate Standards and Recommendations while this is

not possible under an ICAO Study Group'

1 l Available at- http://www' drone zine 'itlwp -content/
uploads/2O 1 5/03/1 0019-cons-en-Secured-1'pdf
t2lbid.
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a. The Pirker case.
Position of drones in usA can be gauged from the time of pirker's case
decision by Administrative Law Judge where for the first time in united
States use of drones for peaceful purposes came before the court.

In united States, for decades, the definitions of "aircraft" did not incrude
"model aircraft," the majority of which are now of the "drone" qrpe. The
Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) neither considered nor treated
them as "airctaft." However, that all changed when, for the first time in
history, the FAA issued a Proposed order of Assessment against a foreign
national named Raphael Pirker. Pirker is a well-known, highly skilled and
experienced drone pilot. rfi2011, at the request of the university of vir-
ginia, Pirker flew a drone over the campus to obtain video footage and
was compensated for the flight. That flight resulted in the FAA issuing an
Proposed Order of Assessment of a civil penalty of $10,000.00. In its Or-
der of Assessment, the FAA listed all of its alleged facts conceming the
flight, including an allegation that Pirker was compensated for it. How-
ever, the FAA did not rely upon that compensation at all for its proposed
civil penalty. It couldn't. There existed no FAR that prohibited commer-
cial operation (and there still exists no such FAR). Instead it based its
Proposed order of Assessment solely upon an allegation that pirker flew
recklessly, in violation of FAR 91.13. The Proposed order of Assess-
ment, in relevant part reads:

"By reason of theforegoing, you violated thefotlowing section(s) of the
Federal Aviation Regulations :

a. section 91 . I 3 (a) which states that no person mqt operate an aircraft
in a careless or reckless ***rr;Z:;":r:,,""0"nf", the life or property of

Pirker's attorneyfiled and won a Motion to Dismiss.l3 In March 2014, Ad-
ministrative Law Judge Patrick Geraghty, in a well-reasoned, logical and
scathing decision,la granted Schulman's Motion to Dismiss and ihe FAA
lost. The Administrative Law Judge ("AIJ") held that drones

I 3<http : I I www. kramerlevin. comi files/upload/FAA-v-p irker.pdf)
(Accessed on 25th March, 201 6)
|4<http.l/www.ntsb.govllegallalj/Documents/Pirker-CP-2l7.pdf>
(Accessed on 25th March, 2016)



(which he referred to as "model aircraft.") arc not aircraft under the fed-

eral definitions, and therefore the FAA had no jurisdiction over Pirker's

nigrrt. Not surprisingly, the FAA appealed the decision immediately to

the tulINTSB Board.

ln Novernber 2014, the NTSB issued its appealdecision,lsreversing the

ALJ's granting of Pirker's Motion to Dismiss. It held that drones are air-

craft a;the word is defined under federal law and therefore subject to the

recklessness regulation. It remanded the matter to the ALJ to decide

whether Pirker's flight was, in fact, conducted recklessly'

The NTSB's decision was very naffow in one respect: it held that because

drones are aircrafr., FAR 91.13, the only FAR at issue in the matter, ap-

plies to drones. It did not address "commercial use" since that was not

iJar..r.a by the Judge, and it did not hold that any other FAR applies to

drones.

The Board's decision was very broad in another respect: it did not qualiff

which size drones are airqaft. So both a l-ounce child's "toy" dlone and a

55-pound industrial-sized drone arc atrcraft, and both are equally subject

to n'an 9 1 . 13 . In fact, given the extremely broad federal definition of air-

craft, even paper airplanes are now subject to FAR 91'13'

As for Raphael Pirker, there was no decision on remand to the ALJ. Judge

Geraghty first demanded that the FAA explain its authority to bring the

,e"klirsr"ss action against a foreign national in the first place, since ac-

cording to the FAA it-self, it's not supposed to. The FAA'sbrder2150.3B16

(Chapter 6, paragraph 3a(a) makes that clear' It reads:

34.Violations of FAA Regulations by Foreign Persons'

General. Legal counsel for the region with geographic response

bility for the inve-stigation processes a case against a foreign person who

violates the Federal*Aviation Regulations. Legal counsel takes legal en-

forcement action against an airman who commits a violation while exer-

cising the privileges of his or her FAA

15 Available at http://www.ntsb.gov/legal/aljlDocuments/5730.pdf
(Accessed on 25thMarch, 20 1 6)

l6 Available at http://www.faa.gov/documentlibtarylmedial
Order/2 1 5 0. 3B-W-Chg-S. pdf (Accessed on 25th March, 20 | 6)
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airman certfficate, a foreign individuar who commits a passenger vio-
lat-ion, or aforeign air cawier operating under 14 c.F.R. purt tzs. 1ltt
other violations committed by foreign persons, except canadian per-
sons, are referred to_the appropriate foreign aviation authority throlgh
the Department of State. violations comiritted by c"r;i; persons,
for whom legal enforcement action is not taken, are referred directly to
Transport Canada. (emphas is supplied.)

Pirker's actions did not fall under any of the emphas ized, rangtage
above. He is not an FAA certified airman. He did not commit a pas-
senger violation and he is not a foreign air carrier. This means that the
entire Pirker matter, if handled as the FAA's order itself says it should
be handled, it should have been handred by the "uppropririe foreign
aviation authority" through the Department of state ,'iotiythe FAA, a
factthat had been argued by Schulman.

In the end, Pirker settled"the case that never should have been brought
against him by the FAA, for $1,100.00, with no admission of wroig_
9oj'g on his part. The FAA got an NTSB decision that drones are
"aircraft" as that term is defined under the federal stafutory and regula_
tory definitions, and subject to a singre FAR- 91.13 (reckll.sr.r.;.
unless and until definitions of aircraft change, or a new definition for
drones is created, drones will remain aircraft.

b. The New FAA Rules

Because of the mounting pressure on clarifuing its stands on private
usage of drones FAA on 1 5tr' February 2015 priposed a framework ofregulations"that would allow routine use of-certain small unmanned
2kcyft systems (uAS) in today's aviation system, while maintaining
fl exibility to accommodate future technological innovations.

lThttp : / I www. scribd. co m/ doc /253 44 669g /p irker-Faa-Settrement#scribd
<Accessed on 25tr, March, 20 I 6>
lSSummary of the regulations available at - http:i/www.faa.gov/
regulationsjolicies/ruremaking/media/02 l 5 l 5_sUAS_s"-*urypdf <Accessed
on 25*, March, 2016>
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The proposal offers safety rules for small UAS (under 55 pounds) con-

ducting non-recreational operations. The rule would limit flights to
daylight and visual-line-of-sight operations. It also addresses height

restrictions, operator certification, optional use of a visual observer,

aircraft registration and marking, andoperational limits. 1e

The proposed rule also includes extensive discussion of the possibility

of an additional, more flexible framework for -microll 
UAS under 4.4

pounds. The FAA is asking the public to comment on this possible

classification to determine whether it should include this option as part

of a final rule. The FAA is also asking for comment about how the

agency can further leverage the UAS test site program and an upcom-

ing UAS Center of Excellence to further spur innovation at

-innovation 
zones. 20

The proposed rules would also require an operator to maintain visual

line of sight of a small UAS. The rule would allow, but not require, an

operator to work with a visual observer who would maintain constant

visual contact with the aircraft. The operator would still need to be

able to see the UAS with unaided vision (except for glasses). The FAA
is asking for comments on whether the rules should permit operations

beyondline of sight, and if so, what the appropriate timits should be.21

Further, an operator would have to be at least 17 years old, pass an

aeronautical knowledge test and obtain an FAA UAS operator certifi-
cate. To maintain certification, the operator would have to pass the

FAA knowledge tests every 24 months. A small UAS operator would
not need any further private pilot certifications (i.e., a private pilot li-
cense or medical ratrng).22

The new rule also proposes operating limitations designed to minimize
risks to other aircraft and people and property on the ground: A small

UAS operator must always see and avoid manned

19lbid.
2QPress Release - DOT and FAA Propose New Rules for Small Unmanned Air-
craft Systems, 15tn February 2015, Available at- http://www.faa.gov/news/
press_releases/news-story.cfm?newsld=18295 <Accessed on 25tr,March, 2016>

2l SupraNote 18.

22lbid.
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aircraft. If there is a risk of collision, the uAS operator must be the first
to manoeuvre away. Other obligations include-

o The operator must discontinue the flight when continuing would
pose a hazard to other aircraft.,people or property.

o A small UAS operator must assess weather conditions, airspace
restrictions and the location of people to lessen risks if he or she loses
control of the UAS.

e A small UAS may not fly over people, except those directly in-
volved with the flight.

o Flights should be limited to 500 feet altitude and no faster than 100
mph.

o operators must stay out of airport flight paths and restricted air-
space areas, and obey any FAA Temporary Flight Restrictions (TFRs).

Existing prohibition against operating in a careless or reckless manner is
maintained. An operator is barred from aflowing any object to be
dropped from the uAS. operators would be responsible for ensuring an
afucraft is safe before flying, but the FAA is not proposing that small
UAS comply with current agency airwdrthiness standards or-aircraft cer-
tification. For example, an operator wourd have to perform a preflight
inspection that includes checking the communications link between the
conkol station and the uAS. Small UAS with FAA-certificated compo-
nents also could be subject to agency airworthiness directives.23

Although these rules are open for comments, but the criticisms are al-
ready rolling in. Those who are raising the questions on the viability of
the proposed rules say that when it comes to flying electronic devices
weighing up to 55 pounds, safety is an essential requirement. But are the
delays justified? Moreover, the proposed rules are vague and incom-
plete, where they could easily be straightforward and even obvious. Spe-
cial rules for micro-drones should have come first, not just hinted at last.
And an unnecessarily restrictive requirement that ali drone operation
require continual -line of sightll visibility and daylight-only operation
means that some of the

23lbid.
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mosthigh-potentialapplications,includinglocaldeliveryservicesandnight-time
agdculfuai monitoring, are still banned''"

Position in India

Indianpositiononpeacef,rlusageofdronehasvariedfromabsolutelynothingto
comprete ban and tiren ret}intiig on the ba1.by murling regulatory guidelines on

the lines of FAA. r, o"tou".z514, th" Indian sovernment banned drones. The

Director General of civil Aviation (DGCA) irr,i"d u stem public notice2s in the

fust week of october "iiirg -r".*ity theatsll as the reason why no one could

;il;t"; in Indian airspace till turther notice' It stated that-

..UAShaspotentialforlargenurnberofcivilapplications'However,itsusebe-

sides being a safety i*r-r", ;'troposes securiffieat. The Airspace over cities in

India has high densiry ;i**""4 aircraft traifrc. Due to lack of regulation, oper-

ating procedur"Vttu"auta, u"Ouncertainty of the technology' UAS poses threat

for air collisions and accidents. The civil operation of UAS will require approval

fr om the air Narri gationi ervice provider-, defence'. M*Toy^fI: 
S? 

Affairs'

and other concerned security agencies' besides the IJUUA''

On the positive note however, the notice also said -

..DGCAisintheplocessofformulatingtheregulations(and.globally'harmonize

those) for certifrcation & tperation for-use of UeS in the Indian^Civil AirsPace'

Ti1l such regulations are issued, no non government agency, organization' or an

24 Larry Downes, Whats Wrong with the- FAA's New Drone Rules' Harvard

Business Review, Vfu."t, 2, 2Oi5 Available at h@s:/,&rbr'org/2015./03/whats-

wrong-with-the-faas-new-drone.rules.However,thisdoesnotmeanthatregula-
tions have not been appreciated. The consumer Electronics Association (cEA)

ofUnitedStatesissuedthefollowingstatementonbehalfofCEAPresidentand
CEo Gary Shapiro pt"iti;-i; iniiiation of the process- -"'decision 

by the

FAA is an important *if"-ui'" ut the agency develops rules to allow.unmarured

;;;;;nio oport" saretf in u's' airspaJe' We support the FAA's action and re-

lated guidance that prJuia", a model for other private businesses seeking ap-

proval to operate drones in populated areas- under controlled environments'l

Available at- htp://wu.u."".oig,a{"*ra{ews-Releases/Press-Rel easesl2}l{lLet'

Them-Fly-CEA-appiauas-r'i'axn' 2o/o80%9 9 s -Rulin g-on-Drone s' aspx?

i""a:pofi.V press-Releases (Accessed on 25th March' 2016)

25 Available atbttp:ln[ca.il"'iJp"Ufi"-"otice/PN-UAS'pdf (Accessed on 15th

April, 2016 )
26lbid. .,
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individual will launch a UAS in Indian civil Airspace for any
purpose whatsoever."r,

Accordingto the recently released draft guidelines,2'unmanned aircraft
operations at or above 200 feet AGL (above ground level) in uncon-
trolled airspace will require permit from DGCA. Also, operation of
civil drones in controlled airspace is restricted. we will hive to wait
for the final roll out after the process of inviting comments and sug-
gestions get over. Drafters went through operational regulations thit
exist in New Zealand, Australia, uK and of the FAA (Federal Avia-
tion Administration) and then it shall be fine tuning the rules as per
Indian needs.,e

whatever the final guidelines may be, their inspiration should lie in
the nuggets provided by Professor R Swaminathan who in one of the
most exhaustive papers available on the subject, published by ob-
seryer Research Foundation titled 

-Drones in India3opoints out that
the need is to first quickly reorient the processes and procedures of
airspace, especially the rules of certification and the monitoring proc-
esses of the ATC, to allow for UAVs to start co-existing with civilian
and commercial aircrafts. It is only when a certainlevel of limited and
conkolled co-existence is brought about that the larger policy issues
ofa complete integration of uAVs with the existing ryrt"rrx can be
unraveled. The second is to evolve a unique identification code for
uAVs so that very single drone, whether small or big, is completely
accounted for. when all is said and done, drones falling in the wrong
hands are a genuine risk for nationar security and neeJ to be closely
monitored." The third is to create a stringent set of manufacturing stan-
dards and quality-control processes for drones and UAVs. They have
to pass through the same-or at least similar-production processes,
certifi cation requirements and airworthiner s pro."d*es that

ztlbid.
28 http://www.dgca.nic.inlmisc/drafto/o2}circtlar/AT Circularo/o2}-o/n
20civil-uAS(Draff/o20April%202016).pdf <Accessed on l5tr,May, 2016>
29http:l/www.dnaindia.com/money/report-operational-rules-draft-for-uasJikely-
to-be-in-place-this-week-2 06227 4 <Accessed on I 5ta April, 2016>
30Available at-http:/lwww.orfonline .org/cms/export/orfonline/modules/
occasionalpaper/attachments/occasional paper_5g_142j21 .A."erred on 15ta
Apr:l, 20 I 6>27 48249 .p df
tlbid.
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manned aircrafts and commercial aerial vehicles are subiected to
before they are allowed to take to air.32with these suggestions in
the offing we can expect the DGCA to come up with iair guide-
lines well suited to Indian conditions.

conclusion Drones are a pandora's Box. Main legal issues asso-
ciated with them are those of privacy and safety ind each coun-
try has its own way of dealing with these. Few selected countries
like Spain, Australia, New zealand, Germany and France have
provisional norms regulating the peaceful uses of drones but
most of the countries including the advanced countries like
united states are yet not settled on it. A lot will depend on the
upcoming ICAO guidelines on drones and its civilian and com-
mercial application as that will pave way for other countries to
adopt them as a model who are yet unsure as to how to deal with
this whole issue. As far as India is concerned, it is appreciable
that we are making strides towards catching up with this technol-
ogy having enornous potential for civilian urd .o**ercial ap-
plications. Hopefully, the DGCA will have a robust set of final
guidelines soon.

32 rbid.
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Applicability of Theory of Causation in Criminal Law

Utkarsh Yadav*
Abstract

A maior challenge towards imposing criminal liability is to establish a link
between the conduct and the result. At times there is no dfficulty in con-
necting the actus reus with the resultant harm but many a time the connec-
tion is blurred. The theory of Criminal Causation together with its rules
and exceptions lays down a rationale approach to connect actus reus with
the result and consequently guides the courts in attributing liability.

Introduction
causation is the "causal relationship between conduct and result". Theory
of Causation is applied to establish a link between the conduct and the re-
sulting harm. It is only applicable where a result has been achieved and
therefore is immaterial with regard to inchoate offences and also to con-
duct crimes.l Therefore, the theory of causation is relevant only to the ex-
tent of result crimes2.

Causation is an enquiry to trace the conduct of a person to impose criminal
liability. It was very simple when strict liability was applied in criminal
law. However, with the introduction of foreseeability of offences, theory
of causation became very complex. It provided that an actor is liable only
for the foreseeable, and not the unforeseeable, consequences of his or
her act. However a distinction between proximate and remote
cause have always produced great difficulty.

* Assistant Professor, School of Law, Galgotias university, Greater
Noida, U.P.
lconduct crimes are those in which the actus reus is concemed with pro-
hibited behaviour regardless of consequences (example: blackmail).
2 Result crimes are those in which the actus reus is defined in terms of
prohibited consequences, irrespective of how they are brought about
(example: there is no requirement that death is caused by unlawful means,
just a requirement that death is caused)

i
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Theory of causation is borrowed from the law of torts. It would not be

wrong to assume that causation raises complex problems in torts then in
criminal law. This is self evident if criminal liability is limited to volun-
tary conduct, whereas liability for torts includes not only such conduct but
also damage sustained by such conduct. Further, in torts damage or injury
may extend to extraordinary lengths and is often very uncertain, but
criminal harms are definitely defined and limited. Thus in criminal law
causation is more definite and can be well established, in contrast it is

uncertain in tort law.

Theory of causation identifies the conditions under which guilt can be

attributed to the accused. A man is said to have caused the actus reus of a
crime, il that actus would not have occurred without his participation in
what was done. Therefore, some causal relationship has to be established

between his conduct and the prohibited result.

The Theory of causation has three aspects3:-

1) The search for the causal connection between the conduct and the

2) Assessing whether the established causal connection sufficiently
strong to justiff causal responsibility.
3) Comparisons with other factors which are better claim for causal re-
sponsibility.

The initial step in a causation analysis is to ask whether there is any con-

nection between a person"s conduct and the result alleged to constitute an

offence. If the answer is in affirmative then the next step is to ask whether

the connection is so strong to justiff attributing causal responsibility to
that person. And finally competing claims of multiple events needs to be

analyzed to ascertain which of them are better claims for causal responsi-
bility.

Theory of causation is an enquiry to trace the conduct of a person to im-
pose criminal liability. Establishing causation is a two stage inquiry. The

first stage involves establishing ,,facfual" causation and the second stage

involves establishing ,,legal" causation. The usual method of establishing
factual causation is the ,,but for" test. It inquires ,,but for the defendant"s
act, would the harm have occurred?" If the result would not have occurred
but for'what the defendant did, then the prosecution has established cau-

sation in fact. In R. vs. Pagetf a man held his girlfriend

3Eric Colvin. "Causation in Criminal Law" Bond Law Review 253(1989) .

4 (1983) 76 Cr AppR279.
(proscribed result.
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in front of him as a shield and fired at the police, who returned fire.
Although she was killed by police bulrets, the act of the accused was
held to be the factual cause of her death as 'but for' his actions she
would not have died. In R. vs. wite,, the defendant wanted to kill his
mother, he poisoned her drink but she died of natural causes before the
poison took effect. The court held that the Factual causation is estab_
lished by asking whether the victim would have died,,but for.,the de-
fendant"s conduct. If the answer is ,,yes", the defendant did not cause
death. The defendant"s mother would have died anyway thus he is not
the factual cause of death. Thus, the ,,but fot:'t"rt ir a frehmina.ystage that eliminates all unconnected acts/ivents leaving a range of
potential legal causes. The relative simplicity of the ..but'for,. 

test lies
behind the basis that causal connection is a matter of factrather than
of law. Nevertheless, the law sometimes recognises causal connections
without the "but for" test being satisfied uro-it ignores ,o,,,. 

"oro""_tions which would be established under that testl therefore, it is im-
portant to recognise certain exceptions to the ,,bl,tt for,, test.

Multiple suffi cient causation

Multiple sufflrcient causation is such an exceptional situation where a
person can be held to have caused a death which would have occurred
even without her contribution. It occurs where two actors each do
things which would cause the result, so that the contribution of neither
of them was necessary for the outcome, and the effects of their contri-
butions cannot be separated. The problem is that either both must
cause the result, or neither do. Suppose that A and B both inflict fatal
wounds on v. If one wound can be isolated as the operative cause of
death, then whoever inflicted that wound would have sorely caused the
death' The act of the other was neutralised. It may be, however, that
the effects of the two wounds cannot be isorated. rrr"'*."p1ed view
here is that both actors can be held to have caused the death and can be
convicted of a homicide offence. usually in such situations, the two
actors will be working in concert as joint-principars. rney couto, how-
ever, be independent actors. A spectacular example is ihe American
case of People vs. Lewis'. The appellant from a manslaughter convic-
tion had shot the deceased in the abdomen. The deceas-ed, knowing
that the wound was fatal, had then serf-inflicted another fatal

5 [1910] 2KB 124
a51 Pac 470 (1899) (Cal SC).
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wound by cutting his throat with a knife. The argument on the appeal

was that this was a case of suicide not homicide. The court played with

the idea that the relationship between the two wounds might sustain

the causal chain, even if the knife wound could be isolated as the op-

erative cause of death. It concluded, however, that it was unnecessary

to decide this, since the two wounds worked together in producing

death. Hence, even if the second wound had been inflicted by a third

party, the appellant would still have caused the death along with the

itrirO party. .year-and-a-day' rule In addition to these instances

where the "but for" test is by-passed, there are several instances where

the test would be satisfied but the law nevertheless chooses to ignore

the connection. An obvious example arises under the "year-and-a-daf'

rule, which is recognised at common law and under most codes. A
death is not caused by conduct if it occurs more than ayear and a day

after the conduct. The origins of this rule are obscure and some recent

reform proposals have recommended its abolition. Doctrine of inno-

cent agency
The doctrine of innocent agency is another exception to the "but fof"
connections. An innocent agent is a person who is unwittingly used by

someone else to achieve an unlawful end. An example would be the

postrnan who delivers a bomb which has been sent through the mail. If
ihe bomb explodes and kills the recipient, the death would not have

occurred but for the delivery by the postman (and the actions of a
string of other "innocent agents"). In ordinary language, however, an

innoient agent is not said to cause a result. In R. vs. Lowet an engineer

who deserted his post at a colliery, leaving an ignorant boy in charge

of the engine, who declared himself incompetent to manage it, was

held guilty of manslaughter of a collier who was killed because the

boy failed to stop the engine properly.

The ,,coincidence" or "ordinary hazard" principle can be viewed as yet

another mechanism by which certain conduct is held not to be causally

cormected with the result, even though the result

7 (18s0) 3 C &K123 (rAC).
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would not have occurred without it. The function of the principle is toexclude connections which are mere coincidence. The coincidence
principle can be viewed as an aspect of the .o.. g.r"rai pinciple that
de minimis non curat lex

Causation in Iaw

Notwithstanding that causation in fact has been established it is also
necessary to establish causation in law. causation in law can be estab_lisheday showing that the defendant's act was an ,operative,and 

sub-
stantiale' cause of the consequence and that there *u, no intervening
event. It uses notions of curpability, responsibility and forseeability to
::t::t the most appropriate factuar-cause as the basis for riability, evenif this is not the most immediate cause. In R. vs. pagettlo,the defendant
was held to be the regal cause of death despite .uriiog no frrysicat in-jury himself as he set in motion the chain of events that led to death
and it was foreseeable that the police would return fire. It was held thatthe defendant"s act need not ue ttre sole cause, or even the main cause,of death provided it is a cause in that it ,,conhibuted significantry tothat result". The defendant did not fire the shot that killed the victimbut he was liable for her death as his was the most blameworth y act inthe events leading to her death.

A causal connection between conduct and a result is not by itserf suffi_cient to make that conduct the legalry recognized cause of the resurt.
The conduct causes the result onl/where the connection is suificientry
strong to justify the attribution of causal responsibilib. ih; assess_ment of the strength of a connection invorves weighifi it uguinrt uryother factors which contribute to the result. There are two tests which
are generally used to establish causal responsibility:_
i) Substantial cause test;

(ii) Reasonable forseeability test.

qMeans more than something very triviar, i.e., more than something that the rawconsiders de minimis.
ro Supra note 2

e An operative cause does not have to be the ,,sole or main .

consequence.
cause of the specified
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Substantial cause test

The ,,substantial cause" test is a retrospective test. It involves looking backwards
from a result in order to determine whether, in the light of all that happened, a par-
ticular causal factor has played a substantial role in bringing about the result.

The best-known example of the 'substantial cause' test is the English case of R. ys

Smithll . A stabbing was there held to cause death, even though the victim had twice
been dropped on the way to the hospital and the medical treatment which he eventu-
ally received for his rvound was inappropriate and 'might well have affected his
chances of recovery. The test applied by the court was whether the original wound
rvas 'still an operating cause and a substantial cause'. In R. ys Evans & Gardinerl2 , the
death was more remote from the wound. A stab rvound had there necessitated the
removal of a porlion of the bowel. The victim had apparently recovered. He collapsed
and died, however, eleven months afterwards. As in Sntithl3,

there was an issue of medical negligence, but again the original assailant was found
to have caused the death. The trial judge directed the jury in accordance with the test
of'an operating cause and a substantial cause'
from Smithta.

The fullest statement of the 'substantial cause' test is that found in R.vs. Hallettt5 . The
Court observed "The question to be asked is **hether an acl or a series of acts (in
exceptional cases an omission or series of omissions) consciously performed by the
accused is or are so connected with the event that it or they must be regarded as hav-
ing a sufficiently substantial causal effect which subsisted up to the happening of the
event, u-ithoul being spent or without being in the eyes of the law sfficiently inter-
rupted by some other act or eyent".

Reasonable foreseeability test
In contrast the ,,reasonable foreseeabiiity" test is a prospective test. It involves adopt-
ing the position of the person who was alleged to have caused the result and then
looking forward frorn
11 (1959) 2 A11 ER (courts Martial AC)
t2 (t976) VR 523

tz Supra tote 9

tc ibid
rs (1969) SASR 141 (Full Court
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the conduct towards the result. The question is asked whether or not the conduct
made the result a reasonably foreseeable consequence, in the sense that it was
within the normal range ofexpected out comes. The concern is with the forsee-
ability of the consequence which is an ingredient of the offence and not with the
forseeability of the manner of its occurrence. The intermediate steps which led to
the consequence therefore need not have been foreseeable.

The most widely used authority for the test of reasonable foreseeability is the
English case of R. vs. Robertst6. A girl had been assaulted in a moving car and
had injured herself when she jumped out. In upholding a conviction of assault
occasioning actual bodily harm, the court of Appeal laid down this test of causa-
tion:

was it the natural result of what the alleged assailant said and did, in the sense
that it was something that could reasonably have beenforeseen as a consequence
of what he was saying or doing? As it was put in the old cases, it has got to be
shown to be his act, and if of course the victim does something so ,daft,, in the
words of the appellant in this case, or so unexpected, not that this particular as-
sailant did not actually foresee it but that no reasonable man could be expected
to foresee it, then it is only in a very remote and unreal sense a consequence of
the assault, it is really occasioned by a voluntary act on the part of the victim
which could not reasonably be foreseen and which breaks the chain of causation
between the assault and the ltarm orunlury."

This statement captures the essence of the reasonable foreseeability' test as a
device which can sometimes exclude the causation of surprising outcomes, no
matter how substantial the contribution ay appear to have been in retrospect. As
so often happens in causation cases, however, the authority of Robertsls is weak-
ened by the failure to address alternative tests. There was no mention of the
substantial cause' test in the judgment and no reference to the decision in
Smithle.

In R. vs. Knutsen,2o a more direct link was made to general issues about causa-
tion. In that case a man had assaulted a woman and left her lying unconscious on
a highway. She was then run over

t6 (1971) 56 Cr App R 95
17 Id. per Stephenson L I at 102
18 Supra note 13

19 Supranote9
20 (1963) Qd R 157 (CCA).
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by a passing motorist. The original assailant was convicted of doing

g,i",o,, uoaty harm, not with reference to the injuries suffered in the

Issault but instead #th reference to the injuries suffered from having

b"", ., over. The judges took the view that the assailant would have

caused the victim"s iniwies if they were a reasonably foreseeable conse-

;;;r"; of his actions. The court, however, split over the application of

this test to the facts of this case.

Novus Actus Interveniens

The concep t of ,Jt{ovus Actus Interveniens" is a Latin concept that basi-

cally mean ,,a new act intervening" and is thus considered to a defense

fro,,.urrrut iesponsibility. This is 6ecause it basically revolves around the

idea that the aci of a thiri party will serve to intervene between the origi

;i "; 
(or omission) and the 

-du*ug" 
that is produced as a result, unless

that original act or omission is still ionsidered to be the main contributing

factor to the damage that results because the act of the third party had no

impact upon the events as they unfolded. under this doctrine, the attribu-

tiol of causal responsibility tb a hter actor is held to relieve the earlier

actor of causal responsibility. The causal chain from the earlier actor is

broken by the intervention of a new act. This does not mean that the ear-

lier actoiobtains complete immunity from criminal liability.

There could be liability for an attempt, for a lesser harm or for dangerous

Conduct.

As Cheshire demonstrates, not all events that occur after the defendant"s

act will break the chain oi causation. Circumstances will only break the

chain of causation if theY are:

(i) an overwhelming cause of death; and

(ii) an unforeseeable occurrence.

Intervening acts fall into three categories:

(i) The Victirn"s Contribution
(ii) Third Party"s Inadvertent Contribution

(iii) Naturally occurring events'

The Victim's Contribution
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The general rule of causation is that the defendant is liable for the foreseeable
consequences of his actions. Therefore, the victim may break the chain of
causation if his reaction to the defendant"s initial act is extreme and unfore-
seeable. The decision in R vs. Dear2l effectively serves as a prime example of
such case where a man, believing the victim had sexually interfered with his
daughter, attacked the victim with a knife. The defendant then argued the
chain of causation had been broken because the victim later committed sui-
cide so it became necessary to determine whether the injuries inflicted by the
defendant were a significant cause of or contribution to the victim"s death. It
was held that, as to whether the resumption or continuation of that bleeding
was delibera tely caused by the victim, the defendant"s conduct remained the
most significant cause of death.

In R vs. Roberts22, the defendant tried to assault the victim whilst she was a
passenger in his car. She jumped from the moving vehicle and sustained seri-
ous injuries in the fall. The defendant denied causing these injuries but his
conviction was upheld as it was foreseeable that the victim would attempt to
escape and could be injured in doing so. The chain of causation will be bro-
ken only if the victim"s actions were ,,so daft" as to be unforeseeable.
Roberts23 case makes it clear that only extreme acts of the victim will break
the chain of causation and relieve the defendant of liability. This must be
considered in conjunction with the ,,thin- skull" rule2a

. Thin-skull rule provides that a defendant is liable for the full extent of the
victim"s injuries even if, due to some abnormality or pre-existing condition,
the victim suffers greater harm as a result ofthe defendant"s actions than the
,,ordinary" victim would suffer. The thin-skull rule is an exception to the rule
that the defendant is only liable for the foreseeable consequences ofhis ac-
tions. The leading case is R. vs. Blaue2'. The defendant stabbed the victim,
puncturing her lung. She refused a blood transfusion as it was contrary to her
religious beliefs. The defendant was convicted of manslaughter even though
the victim had refused treatment that would have saved her life. It was held
that the thin-skull rule was not limited to physical conditions but included an
individual"s psycholo gical make-up and beliefs.

21 (1996) CLR s9s
22 (1971) 56 Cr App R 95
23 tbid
24 The 'thin skull'rule says that the defendant must take his victim as he
finds him. Therefore, even if injury or death
is not reasonably foreseeable the law still considers the defendant liable ifthe
victim suffered from some physical or
mental condition that made him or her lulnerable.
25 lt975l r WLR 141I
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Third Party's Inadvertent Contribution

Third parties may intervene between the defendant"s act and the victim"s
death in a number of ways. There may be a subsequent attack on the vic-
tim, or an unsuccessful attempt to assist the victim that worsens his condi-
tion or causes fresh injuries. In R. vs. smith26 the defendant stabbed his
victim fwice in a barrack room brawl. Another soldier carried him to the
medical centre but dropped him twice. The medical captain was very busy
and failed to recognise the extent of the injuries. If the soldier had re-
ceived proper keatment, he would have had a good chance of a complete
recovery. Smith was convicted of manslaughter because the wound was
the "operating and substantial cause ofdeath".

In R. vs. cheshire2T, the victim was shot in the leg and stomach. In hospi-
tal, he suffered pneumonia and respiratory problems in intensive care so
he had a tracheotomy. After two months, he died. There was some medi-
cal negligence because the tracheotomy had caused a thickening of tissue
ultimately causing suffocation. In upholding the conviction for murder,
Beldam LJ. laid down the following test:

Even though negligence in the treatment of the victim was the immediate
cause of his death, the jury should not regard it as excluding the respon-
sibility of the accused unless the negligent treatment was so indepeident
of his acts, and in itself so potent in causing death, that they regard the
contribution made by his acts as insignificant.

In R. vs. Malchere(s, the victim was placed on a life support machine
and, after determining that she was brain dead, the doctors turned off the
machine. The defendant appealed the conviction of murder arguing that
the doctors had broken the chain of causation by deliberately iwitihing
off the life support machine. It was held that the original wounds were
the operating and substantial cause of death, and that a rife supportma-
chine does no more than hold the effect of the injuries in suspension and
when the machine is switched of[, the original wounds continue to cause
the

26 (tesg) 2 QB 35
27 (199t) 3 AER 670
28 (1981) 73 G. App. R. 173
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death no matter how long the victim survives after the machine's discon-
nection. In R. vs. Paget/e, to resist lawful arrest, the defendant held a girl
in front of him as a shield and shot at armed policemen. The police in-
stinctively fired back and killed the girl. The Court of Appeal held that
the defendant's act caused the death and that the reasonable actions of a
third party acting in self-defense could not be regarded as a novus actus
interveniens because self-defense is a foreseeable consequence ofhis ac-
tion and had not broken the chain of causation.

Naturally occurring events

Principles of foresee ability determine whether a nafurally-occurring
event will amount to an intervening act which breaks the chain of causa-
tion. Glanville Williams argues: ,,At common law there is an important
dffirence in respect of criminal causation between a human act and an
event: the intervening act of a responsible person has an ffict on imput-
able
causqtion that an "act of God" ltas not."
According to a leading American writer, Perkins, if D knocks down P and
leaves him unconscious on the floor of a building which collapses in a
sudden earthquake and kills him, D is not guilty of homicide even if it is
certain that P would not have been in the building if D had not knocked
him down. But if D had struck P on the sea shore and left him uncon-
scious in the path of the incoming tide, D would be responsible for P"s
death by drowning.
In R. vs. Halte#o the defendant had attacked the victim on a beach render-
ing him unconscious. The defendant claimed that he had not drowned the
victim, but left him unconscious in what he thought was a position of ap-
parent safety with his ankles in a few inches of water. The forensic evi-
dence suggested that the immediate cause of death was drowning in shal-
low water whilst unconscious. The defendant was convicted of murder.
The question arose on appeal whether the jury could find that the defen-
dant caused the death of the victim by leaving him on the beach with an
incoming tide. The Supreme Court held that it was the defendant's origi-
nal blow (rendering the victim unconscious) which originated the events
which led to drowning. It could not be said that the actions of the sea on
the deceased broke the chain ofcausation. The court approved old cases
where it had been held that the ordinary operation of natural causes did
not

29 (1983)76 G. App. R. 279
30 [1969] SASR 141
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prevent the death from being caused by the defendant. However,

they did recognise, that in soms cases the extraordinary operation

of natural forces may be regarded as breaking the chain of causa-

tion. The Supreme Court in Hallett" approved that the test is
whether, at the time of death, the original conduct is still an operat-

ing cause and a substantial cause.
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RIGHT TO PRIVACY AND HUMAN RIGHTS JURIS-
PRUDENCE

* Dr. Ramesh Kumar
Abstract

The quest for privacy is natural need of a man so as to establish
individual boundaries and to restrict the entry of others in that
area. Privacy is the claim of individuals, groups or institutions to
determine for themselves wlten, how and to what extent information
about themselves is communicated to others. privacy ii a funda-
mental human right. It underpins human dignity and other values
such asfreedom ofassociation andfreedom ofspeech. The concept
of human rights is as old as the ancient doctrine of natural rtgits
founded on natural law. It must be recognized thit human ,ightt
are not merely ideals or aspirations, nor are they some rights
granted to us by tlte existence of particular set of laws. They-are
claims made by virtue of thefact that we are human beings with an
inalienable right to human dignity.

Keywords : Dignity, Manifestation, Individualistic, autonomy,
gregariousness, intelligibteo aspirations

Privacy is a part of vocabulary of every society. It is a human value
enshrined in human behavior. It preserves human autonomy under
the umbrella of human dignity. The quest for privacy is natural
need of a man so as to establish individual boundaries and to re-
strict the entry of others in that area. privacy is the claim of indi-
viduals, groups or institutions. to determine for themselves when,
how and to what extent information about themselves is communi-
cated to others. Privacy is the voluntary and temporary withdrawal
of a person from the general society through physical or psycho-
logical means, either in a state of solitude or r-all-group intimacy
or, when among larger groups, in a condition of anonyrnity or re-
serve. Privacy and gregariousness are both human instincts and re-
late to all the higher forms

* Dr. Ramesh Kumar, Associate professor , JEMTEC School of Law, affili-
ated to GGSIP University, Delhi
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of animal lifel. An animal knows instinctively when to hunt with the pack

and when to retire to a solitary lair to lick its wounds. one of the basicfea-

tures of animal life is the struggle to achieve a balance between privacyand

participation. So it is with human beings. Gregariousness may be themore

usual desire and privacy the less usual but when the feeling for privacycomes

it can be very compelling. The desire for privacy is natural one andthe incli-
nation to pursue it follows automatically. This has always been thecase, the

more so in modem times when life has become increasingly morecompli-

cated, demanding and pressing, leading to a greater demand forwithdrawal
and protection from the complications, demands and pressures.

Now it is recognized that the individual not only has a desire, but an absolute

need for a shield of privacy behind which only he can retreat, and this need

should be translated into a right, regulated though it may be by the law or

custom of the time. Privacy is not an abstract concept. It has meaning only in

relation to a national culture, a particular political system and a specificperiod

of time. It has become an issue in modern democratic societies whichare

characteized by large scale sophisticated bureaucratic structures and ad-

vanced technology in communications and information systems. Rather than

solving problems, technology often simply converts them into new and dif-
ferent forms. The development of modem communications technology forces

us once again to redraw the balance between individual privacy and society's

need for information. The struggle between individual privacy and society's

need for information is apparent in the clash between data privacy and law

enforcement's need to gather evidence in criminal investigations.

Although no law inherently requires us to sacrifice privacy to developing

technology, we certainly have less control over pelsonal information than we

once had. Either law and social convention have not advanced with technol-

ogy or our societal commitment to privacy has diminished in the face of
modem criminal enterprise, or both. Technological development has been

1 S, Sivakumar, Right to Privacy,
(1994) pp. l9l-230 at
p.220.

The Academy Law Revian, Vol. 18 1&2
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permittedtoevolvewithoutregardforitsimpactonourdemocraticpolitical-
;;"- ihe demand that indiiidual privacy be respected is becoming more

common and more insistent in this age. This probably reflects a.rapidly in-

;;;;-i"g need for privacy arising from converging ecological' cultural' tech-

nical and social chang"r' fn" "population 
explosion 1oq?q:t 

with modem

urbanization, have maJe it much more difficult for the individual to get away

;"i"i*lly urd psy"t otogically from 
-th: :toyd of strangers around him' The

growing allegiance to 
"political individualism and moral autonomy have

caused the individual to resent and resist legal regulation and social interfer-

ence more intensely. As organizations have grown lu'q."I in^slze 
,and 

more

bureaucratic in structure, th-eir tendency to invade the life of the individual

;;; ;;; apace. privacy is a firndamental human right. It underpins human

dignityandothervaluessuchasfreedomofassociationandfreedomof
;il;r;, ,""ogrir"A around the world in diverse regions and cultures.

The right to privacy irrrt fo""a its way into national constitutions, legisla-

liorr, #a domestic iurisprudence of difierent jurisdictions. Its recognition as

u fr*u" right is ottly u post Second Worl{ War development'

Although it is presentiy solidly embedded in international human rights law,

differen"t and varied formulations of privacy provisions in^human rights trea-

ties tend to create confusion about the nature and scope of this right' Against

this backgrouno * "it".pt 
will be made.here to discuss and examine the

,ru*" uri ,"op. of the human right to privacy. In pursuit of.this objective

itls topi" first discusses and examines the concept of human lghts'
Thediscussionthenproceedstoprovideananalysisoftheprivacyprovisions
of the intemational urA iegio"ati*u, rights instruments and shows that this

ffi ,*por"s negative asiwell as positive obligations on states and further-

more these positive obligations u." io r"rp""t oiboth ,yertical relations" and

,,frorirortuf i.trtiorrri'. iie concept of human rights is as old as the ancient

doctrine of natural rights founded on natural law3. It must be recognized that

human rights are not merely ideals or aspirations' nor are

2 S.D. Warren and L.D. Brandies, The fught of Privacy' 4 Harvard Low Re-

view 193 (1890) at P.191
3 p.M. Bakshi, Privacy : A House of many Mansions, scc(J) (1986) Vol' I

pp.14-17 at.P.l4.
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they some rights granted to us by the existence of particular set of laws. They
lre 9l_aims 

made by virrue of the fact that we are Lr-* beings with an inal-
ienable right to human dignity. Human rights are derived dlrectly or indi-
rectly. from the very nature of man. Thus, the only condition necessary for
enjoying natural basic rights is to be a human being. The 

"or".pt 
of human

rights is very much the product of history and of human civilization and as
such is subject to evolutioa and change. TLe concept has assumed importance
globally during the past few decadeJ and it has intemational significance in
the contemporary intemational law and relations as a result oflntemational
human right movement of the past six decades. Although the internatio naliza-
tion.of human rights issues is of recent origin whichlates back to the I_rN
President"s speech to the congress in 194i and the adoption of the u.N.
Charter of san Francisco n 1945. under the preamble to the charter, the
member states "reaffirmed faith in fundamentaf human rights, in the dignity
and worth of human person, in the equal rights of men ind *o-", and of
nations large and small." Article 1 of the charter enjoined the United Nations
with the responsibility of promotion and encouragement of respect for human
rights and fundamental freedoms for all without any distinction. In the early
years of the UN there was considerable dispute about the nature and scope of
obligation and the meaning of Human Rights and Fundamentar freedoms.Br"*]:" hum3n rights were not clearly defined or specified i, tn" rrN cnur-
ter . Ihe modern pnvacy benchmark at an international level can be found in
the 1948 Universal Declaration of Human Rights, which ,p."ifi;ily protects
territorial and communications privacy. eriirstr iurist., 

"otutry 
iil Hersch

Lauterpatch, played an important role in the drafting andadoption orrrr" uri-
versal Declaration of Human Rights by the united Nations General Assembry
in 1948 . Among the broad and ambiguous statements of principre in the Dec-
laration,_Article 12 provides: T.{o one shall be subjectedil 

".tit rrv interfer_
e19e with his privacy, family, home or 

"oo..poni"nce. 
... Everyone has the

right to the protection ofthe law against such interference.

4 Krotoszynski, Ronald J' Jr, "Autonomy, community, and Traditions of
Liberry: The contrast of British and American privacy Law, Duke Lavt Jour-
na|,Yol.1990, No. 6. @ec., 1990), pp. t3gg-1454 atp.l4l6
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Despite the Declaration's unanimous adoption, and despite subsequent resolu-
tions calling upon States to 'fully and faithfully observe' its provision, its
status as a nonn of international law has long been doubteds. The Universal
Declaration was not generally conceived as law but as "a common standard
of achievement". But today most of the provisions of the Declaration have
become binding rules of intemational law by way of customs or general prin-
ciples of law recognized by civilized states or as authoritative interpretation
of the provisions of the uN. Subsequently, numerous international human
rights treaties specifically recognized privacy as a right. The provisions of the
Universal Declaration of Human Rights were elaborated upon in the two Hu-
man Rights covenants viz Intemational covenant on civil and political
Rights and International covenant on Economic, Social and cultural Rights.
Together with the Universal Declaration these covenants constitute the Inter-
national Bill of Human Rights. The other important human rights treaties are
the convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination
1965, the convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination
against women 1979, the Torture convention 1984 and the convention on
the Rights of the child 1989 and The uN convention on Migrant workers.
on the Regional level, various treaties provide for a more effective system of
human rights protection than the global counterparts. convention for the pro-
tection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms, American convention
on Human Rights, American Declaration of the Rights and Duties of Man set
out the right to privacy in terms similar to the universal Declaration of Hu-
man Rights6.
RIGHT TO PRIVACY UNDER INTERNATIONAL AND REGIONAL
HUMAN RIGHTS INSTRUMENTS: AN ANALYSIS
The right to privacy is one of the most important civil rights which is sine
quo non for an individual to enjoy his or her individual autonomy. ,,Civil

5 Dr. U.C. Chandra: Human Rights, lst (ed) Allahabad, Allahabad Law
Agency Publications, 1999 at p. 15

6 David Feldman: civil Liberties and Human Rights in England and wales,
2nd (ed.) Oxford, Oxford University Press, 2002, p.299-324 at.p.299
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rights" in broader sense means those rights which are the outgrowth of civili-
zation, which arises from the needs of civil as distinguished from barbaric
communities. Civil rights are those rights which are related to the protection
of right to life and personal liberty. Civil rights are the protections and privi-
leges of personal liberty given to all citizens by law. Examples of civil rights
and liberties include the right to get redress if injured by another, the right to
privacy, the right of peaceful protest, the right to a fair investigation and trial
if suspected of a crime, and more generally-based constitutional rights such
as the right to vote, the right to personal liberfy, the right to life, the right to
freedom of movement, the right to business and profession, the right to free-
dom of speech and expression. As civilizations emerged and formalized
through written constitutions, some of the more important civil rights were
granted to citizensT. When those grants were later found inadequate, civil
rights movements emerged as the vehicle for claiming more equal protection
of law and equality before law for all citizens and advocating new laws to
restrict the effect of discriminations. Some civil rights are granted in written
constitution and some are implied by customs and courts decisions. They are
essential for human beings, so that, they may live dignified lives. Emerging
from the liberal individualistic political philosophy and the economic and
social principle of laissez faire, the concept of civil rights visualizes human
rights in a negative term (freedom from) not in a positive term (right to). In
search of human dignity, it is in the favour of state"s abstention, rather than
state"s intervention. No one shall be subjected to arbitrary interference with
the privacy, family, home or correspondence, nor to attacks upon his honour
and reputation. Everyone has the right to the protection of the law against
such interference or attacks8. The Right to privacy protects one"s identity,
integrity and intimacy identity includes one"s name, gender, appearance,
feelings, honour and reputation and so one. The

7 David.A Ambrose, Development of Right to Privacy as a Constitutional
Right in India, The Academy Law Review, 1997,YoL 21:l&2 pp.195-207 at
p.195
8 Article 12 ofUDHR
9 Article 17 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights
(ICCPR, 1966).
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European court and commission of Human Rights have repeatedry stated
that privacy consists of the right to establish and 

-develop 
emoiional and sex_

ual relationships with other human beings, as necessary for the deveropment
and fulfillment of one..s personality. This view has also t".r, ."ufn *.a Uy
the Human Rights committee. Everyone has the right to respeCI ior his pri-
vate and family life, his home and his correspondence. There shall be no in_
terference by a public authority with the 

"r"r"ir" of this rigrrt 
"*""pt 

such asin accordance with the raw and is necessary in a democritic society in theinterest of national security, public safety oi the economic well-being of thecountry, for the prevention of disorder oi crime, for the pror""iio" of health
or morals or for the protection of the rights and freedoms or otrr".r,d. rrrJ.y-
one has the right to have his honour respected and his aisriry r";"g"ized. No
91" Tuy be the objecr of arbitrary or abusive interfereice with f,is privatelife, his family, his home or his correspondence or of unlawful attacks on hishonour or reputation. Everyone has. the right to the protection or tn" u*against such interference.ol attacksr,. Er.rlron" has the right to respect forprivate life in relation to information about his or her h""ltir: ;r".y"ne is en_titled to $ow any information coilected about his or her hearth. However, the
wishes of the individuars not to be so informed shall be observed. ln excep-tional cases, restrictions^may_be placed by raw on the exercise of the rights
contained in paragraph 2 n the interest of the patienr. r, n 

"-rigil 
to privacy

has become a fi.rndamental human right, soridly embedded in?emational
Human Rights law as weil as in national constitutions, tegistations and juris_
prudence of different countries.Intrusions on privacy ui" uur.t i becausethev interfere with an individuar. in his disposition oi *rrut b"];G to him.The "social space" arould an individual, the recollection of hispas?, his con-
versation, his body and its image, all belong to him. He does not acquire
them through

l0 Article 8 of The European convention on Human Rights and Fundamentar
Freedoms 1950
l1 Article 11 of The American convention on Human Rights 1969
12 Article 10 of rhe European convention on Human iights and Biomedi-
cine 1997
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purchase or inheritance. He possesses them and is entitled to possess them by
virtue of the charisma which is inherent in his existence as an individual soul-
as we say nowadays, in his individuality-and which is inherent in his mem-
bership in the civil community. They belong to him by virhre of his humanity
and civility. A society that claims to be both humane and civil is commiued
to their respect. when its practice departs from that respect, it also departs to
that degree from humanity and civility.
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UN Convention on Rights of persons with Disabilities_An Overview

xDr. Rumi Ahmed

Abstract:

The wcRPD is the first human rights convention which makes a significant paradigm shifi
towards the social model of disability and at the same time recogizi dxability qs human
rights issues. The intemation?l treaty was adopted unanimously by"the UN Geneial Assembly
in 2006. India is also one ofthe signatory to the Convention. The ionvention sets out the leg;l
gbligalions oy States to promote and protect the rights of persons with disabilities. It has
lrought all the existing human rights of persons .itt, ai"iOititt"t under one roof,. The main
focus areas ofsocial'human rights model are capability and inclusion by lifting"the environ-
mental and attitudinal barriers that prevent persons with disabilities frim"full'inclusion and
equal porticipation in all aspects of communig; life. WCRPD elaborates foi the first time in a
legally binding internationil humin rights cinvintion the concept ofreasonabli accommoda-
tion, explicitly linhing it to the realization of all human rights - ciil, political, economic, so_
cial, cultural - and embedding it within the non-discrimination mandite. The main purpose oJ'
this paper is to understand the universal mandate ofnature ofrights ofpersons with disabili-
ties and obligations ofstate to have an inclusive society.

Kqt words: Human right, Disability, Obligation, Accessibility, Inclasion

Introduction
The UN Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities (hereinafter IINCRpD) was
adopled unanimously by the tIN General Assembly in its resolution 611106 of 13 December
2006. The convention was opened for signature on 30th March2007;and a record eighty-one
states and the European union signed the cRpD and forty-four states signed the opiional
Protocol at its opening ceremony on 30th March 2007 itself.iThe Conve,ition entered into
force on May 2008 following the requisite deposit of the twentieth instrument of ratification.
The UNCRPD is the most rapidly negotiated teaty of its type in the history of international
lavl and was drafted3 with unpreiedented speed and the ratification has also taken place more
quickly than anyone could have predicted, showing a high level of commitment fiom both
govemments and the civil society organizations.aAs onTthMay 2016,

* Assistant Professor.JEMTEC Scliool of Larv(Affiliated to GGSIP University), Greater
Noida.

1 fRosemary Kayess and Phillip French, "out of Darkness into Light?: Introducing the con_
vention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities", g(l) Huntan Ri{hts Lcnv Review 2 (200g)
2 Katherine Guemsey, Marco Nicoli and Alberlo Ntnio, Conventiin on tlte Rights oJ persons
with Disabilities: Its hnplententation arul Relevancefor the ll/orld Bank,2 (The world Bank,
S }-Discussion Paper No. 0712, June 2007), available at: http://siteresources.world bant.org/
SoCIALPROTECTIoN,Resources/SP-Discussionpapers/ Diiability-Dp/0 712.pdf (visited on
Malch 21 , 201 1)
3 [Id., p. 1]
4 Hassan M. Yousif and Diana Shaw (eds.), (JN Convention on the Rights of persons with
Disabililies. A call for Action on poverry*, Discrintination arul Lack o/Arrnr, Reporl of a
Joint Conference organized by Leonard Cheshire Disability and Unitld Nations Economic
Commission for Africa, held at UN conference center, Addis Ababa, Ethiopia, 20-22 Muy 2008. p. I, available rt:
http://wwrv.lcdsouthasia.org/callforaction/LCDllNECAConference ReportFinal.pdf (visited on
August 27,
2012)
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163 countries (including regional integration organizations) have ratified the Convention. 88 have
ratified its Optional Protocol; and 160 and 92 countries (including regional integration organiza-
tions) have signed the Convention and the Optional Protocol respectively.s

The LIIICRPD is the first human rights Convention adopted in the tu'enty-first century. The Con-
\ ention sets out the legal obligations on States to promote and protect the rights of persons with
disabilities. It does not create new rights; but gives some clear gurdelines and rules and regulation
for effective implementation and monitoring of the alrcady existing hurnan rights of the disabled
people.6 It has brought all the existing human rights ofpersons with disabilities under the one rool
-{lthough persons with disabilities have always been entitled to the same rights as everyone else, it
is the first time that their rights are set out comprehensively in a legally binding international in-
strument.'

The Convention makes a significant paradigm shift considering the fact that it recognized the social
model of disability8 and at the same time recognize disability as human rights is;es. In fact, the
Convention enshrines the social and human rights model ofdisability.eThe Convention shifts away
from a medical-social welfare model of disability that fixates on inability and sorting of impair-
ment as a way to "parallel track" difference and socially justify exceptions to universally-held
human rights; and embraces instead a social-human rights model that focuses on capability and,
irtclusion: on lifting the environmental and attitudinal barriers that prevent persons with disabilities
from full inclusion and equal participation in all aspects ofcommunity life.r0

Another significant paradigrn shifts ushered into by the Disability Convention is that it represenrs
an historic break from a state-centric model oftreaty negotiation, in which instruments are negoti-
ated behind closed doors, away from the very people they are intended to benefit. It moves instead
torvard a participatory approach that takes the views and lived experience of the affected, i.e. the
participation of the disabled people and organizations of/for disabled people. Rather than resigning
persons with disabilities to institutionalizcd lir.ing arrangements, segregated education, sheltered
employment and qualified income support, it relocuses the lens of domestic social policy on the
societal barriers that prevent persons with disabilities from full and effective participation and
inclusion in all aspects ol

5 https://www.un. org/development/desa/disabilities/conr.ention-on-the-rights-of-persons-with-
disabilities/latestdevelopments. html
6 In fact, the adoption of the Convention became imminent considering the fact that the United
Nations treaty bodies and civil society had not used existing human rights instruments and monitor-
ing mechanisms to their full potential to protect and promote the rights of persons with disabilities.
7 Office of the High Commissioner for Human Prights, Monitot'ing the Convention on the Rigttts of
Persons with Disabilities: Guidance for Human Rights Monitors - Professionol Training Series
No. 17,1(unitedNations:New York and Geneva, 2010), availableat: htq://wu,w.ohchr.org/
Documents,/PublicationslDisabilities_training_1 TEN.pdf (visited on March 21 , 201 l )
8 The social model of disability distinguishes between impairment and disability. According to it,
impairment is a malfunction of the body, mind, etc, q.hereas a disability is a restriction in activities
of a person with an impairment resulting from society"s failures to socially include persons with
disabilities.
9 Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights, serpr-a note 7 , p. 13
10 Tara J. Melish, "Iie UN Disabili4, Conyention: Historic Process, Strong prospects, and Why
the U. S. Sllould Ratifi" , March 2007 , p. I -2, available at: http://ssrn.com/abstract= 997141 (vi sited
on November 17,2010)
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community life, including emplol,rnent, education, housing, health, political participation,
access to justice, cultural expression, entertainment and leisure. 1 I

LTNCRPD elaborates for the first time in a legally binding intemational human rights con-
vention the concept of reasonable accommodation, explicitly linking it to the realization of
allhuman rights - civil, political, economic, social, cultural - and embedding it within the
non-discrimination mandate.l2 It is the first universal human rights treaty Io impose ex-
plicitly an obligation on the state to "t*e alt appropriate measures to eliminate discrimina-
tion on the basis of disability by any person, organization or private enterprise.,,13 In addi-
tion, State parties are to "Ensure that private entities that offei facilities and services which
are open or provided to the public take into account all aspects ofaccessibility for persons
with disabilities." It urges private entities that provide sJrvices to the general prrbli., ir-
cluding through the Intemet, to provide information and services in accessible and usable
formats for persons with disabilities."

Although pre-existing human rights conventions offer considerable potential to promote
and protect the rights of persons with disabilities, this potential was not beingtapped.
Persons with disabilities continued being denied their human rights and were kept on the
margins of society in all parts of the world. The Convention sets out the legal obligations
on States to promote and protect the rights of persons with disabilities. The Convention
does not create new rights; but it represents a major legal and policy advance. It represents
a strong affirmation at the intemational level of the rights of persons with disabiliiies, and
uaderlines the change in thinking that has taken place from charity-based models to a
rights-based framework grounded in a social model of disability.

The entry into force of the Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities and its
optional Protocol marked the beginning of a new era in the efforts ..to promote, protect
and ensure the full and equal enjoyment of all human rights and fundamental freedoms by
all persons with disabilities, and to promote respect for their inherent dignity,,.In order to
ensure an environment conducive to the fulfillment of the rights of persons with disabili-
ties, the Convention also includes Articles on awareness-raiiing, aicessibility, situations
ofrisk and humanitarian emergencies, access tojustic., p"r.onul rnobility, habilitation and
rehabilitation, as well as statistics and data collection.ra The Convention emphasizes the
importance of mainstreaming disability issues as an integral part of relevant strategies of
sustainable human development.

Overview of the UN Convention
The Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities marks the end of a long struggle by
persons with disabilities and their representative organizations to have disability fully

1l Id., p. 8-9
l2[Janet E. Lord and Rebecca Brown, "The Role of Reasonable Accommodation in securing
substantive Equality for Persons with Disabilities: The uN Convention on rhe Rights of pe;_
sons with Disabilities",2010, p.
6, available at: http://papers.ssm.com/ sol3/papers.cfin?abstract id=1618903 (visited on August
2t,2012)l
l3FrdddricM6gret,"The Disabilities Convention: Toy,ards a Holistic concept of Rightf,,p. 13,
available at:

http ://ssrn. com/ abstr act- 1 261 72 6 (vi sited on September 23, 20 I l)
14 Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights, supra note 7, p.24
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recogDized as a human rights issue. It is a wide ranging human rights treaty.covering the full

.p..f,.r. of civil, cultural, economic, political and social rights. As mentioned. earlier, the

ionvention does not establish new rights for persons with disabilities; instead, it elaborates

"" 
*n" existing human rights mean fir p"rroo. with.disabilities and clarifies the obligations

of States parties to protect and promote these dghts.ls In order to ensure an environment con-

ducive to^the fulfilment of the ri^ghts of persor. *ith disabilities, the Convention also includes

articles on awareness-raising, aicessibility, situations of risk and humanitarian emergencies,

access to justice, personat iioUitlty, habiiitation and rehabilitation, as well as statistics and

data collection.r6

The rapid drafting of the Convention was in fact necessitates by the fact of growing number

of disabled people all over the world, particularly in the case of developing countries'r7 The

Convention emphasizes the importance of mainstreaming disability issues a^s an integral part

of relevant strategies of sustainable human development. The purpose of the Convention

(Article 1) is to promote, protect and ensure the full and equal enjol'rnent of all human rights

and fundamentai freedomi by all persons with disabilities, and to promote respect for their

inherent dignity. The convention marks a,,paradigm shift" in attitudes and approaches to

persons wi[r disabilities. Persons with disabilities are not viewed as "objects" of charity,

medical treatment and social protection; rather as "subjects" with rights, who are capable of

J;i*i"g those rights and mai<ing decisions for their lives based on their free and informed

.orrr.ot1, well as being active niembers of society. The Convention gives universal recogni-

tion to the dipity of persons with disabilities.

The Convention does not explicitly define disability under Article 2 on Definitions; however,

Article 1, on Purpose, states that'fPersons with disabilities include those who have long term

physical, mental, intellectual oI sensory impairments which in interaction with various barri-
'o. *uy t ioa.. tireir fulI and effective participation in society on an equal basis with others"'

The non-definition of disability was in fact-itrtended to understand disability in a broader

perspective. For the convention, disability is an evolving concept. The Preamble (e) says

;n""iog"irl"g that disability is an evolving concept and that disability results from the inter-

action between pelsons with impairments and attitudinal and environmental barriers that

hinders their full and effective participation in society on an equal basis with others"' Article

3 of the Convention identifies a set df overarching and foundational principles. These guide

the interpretation and implementation ofthe entire Convention' cutting across all issues' They

are the siarting point for understanding and interpreting the rights ofpersons with disabilities,

providing benchmarks against which each right is measured'

The principles on which the Convention is based are:

i. n"rp""t for inherent dignity, individual autonomy including the freedom to make

one'sownchoices,andindependenceofpersonswithdisabilities
2. Non-discrimination
3. Full and effective participation and inclusion in society

4. Respect for difference and acceptance of persons with disabilities as part of hu-

man diversitY and humanity
5. Equality of opportunity
6. AccessibilitY
7. Equality between men and women

l5Offrce of the High Commissioner for Human fughts, supra note 7 
' 
p' 24

16rd.
17 An estimated 10 percent of the population of the world were reported to have, some form

ofdisabilities when ihe serious thinking was going on for a global treaty on disability'

*

-

-
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8' Respect for the evolving capacities of children with disabilities and respect for theright ofchildren with disabilities to preserve their identities

The Disability convention consists of a Preamble and 50 Articles, including four initial Arti-cles on purpose, definitions, generar principres, and generar obligatioos; ti"rf-.i* Articleson.subslalltive rights provisions covering the full range of civil, cultural, economic, political
and social rights from disability perspeciive; ten Articles on naiional urd mt.*utlooal mon!toring and supervision; and ten final provisions. Articles 4 and 5 of the UNCRpD contain the
9ve.$chins general obligations reqriring the adoption of legislative *.ur*"r, A..ording toArticle 4 (1), States Parties undertake to ensure and promote the full realization of all humanrights and fundamental 

!9e{9ms for all persons with disabilities without discrimination ofany kind on the basis ofdisability. To thii end, States Parties undertake: (a) To adopt all ap-propriate legislative, administrative and other measures for the implem..rtrtioo of the rightsrecognized in the present convention; (b) To take all appropriate ,,'.ur*"., including regisla_tion, to modify or abolish existing laws, regulations, customs and practices that constitutediscrimination against persons with disabilitiJs.

Article 4 also requires State Parties: to engage in the research and development of accessiblegoods, services and technology for persons with disabilities *d to 
"o"o*l;;-;A;., to under_ol: *"! research; to provide accessibre information about assistive 1;.ffi;i;y to personswith disabilities; to promote professional and staff taining on the c"";ti"";;its for thoseworking with persons with disabilities; to consult with aid involve p".ron, *iir, disabilitiesin developing and implementing legislation and policies and in decision--utiog processes

conceming the rights under LTNCMD. States Parties recognize that all persons are equalbefore and under the law and are_entitled without any discriinination;il;;; prorection
and equal benefit ofthe law (Art. 5(l)).

In addition, States Parties shall prohibit all discrimination on the basis of disability and guar-
antee to persons with disabilitieyequal and effective legal protectio, ,iri"riiir"rimination
on all grounds (Art. 5(2).Artic1e 2(d) requiils a state party,.[t]o refrain from engaging inany act or practice that is inconsistent with the [...] convintion and to ensure that publicauthorities and institutions a9t rl conformity" rt u"d ..Jt]o take all upp-p.iui. -"as.res toeliminate discrimination on the basis ofdisability by any person, organization or private en_terprise'-Article 2(3) requires a state party to "closeiy consult wittr ind actively involve per-
sons with disabilities, including children with disabilities, through their rep..rlitutiu" o.guoi-zations"'[i]n the development and implementation of legislation and policies to implement
the present convention, and in other dicision-making processes conceming issues relating topersorls with disabilities,,.

Articles 10 to 23 and Article 29 of ITNCRPD set forth.civil and political rights, includingright to. life; right to be protected in situations of risk; right to equat *";griil; before thelaw and. access to justice; right to liberty of the person, tcluding rirc.ty ""i-"rement 
andnationality and freedom from torh*e or degrading punishments; ,igtr t" irt"griiv of the per_son and the right to be &ee of exploitatioq violJnce and abuse; .-ight to fivJ iridependently

and to be part of the community and to have personal mobility; right-to freedom oi.*p."rrion
and to access to information; 

1sh! to glvlcythe right to marry and to found a famiry; and theright to participate in political and priblic tiie. emJte 12 gaianteetrrut p.r.oo.-*1tr, disabili-ties have the rights to recognition u, p".roo, before the law (Article 12(r)) and to enjoy regalcapacity on an equar basis with otheri (Articre r2(2)), and the r"qrr..-.ni tt ui 
-
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any measures relating to the.exercise oflegal capacity are subject to review by a compe-
tent, independent and impartial authority or judicial body (Articte tZi+;;.

Article 15(2) requires States parties to take "a11 effective tegislative" and other measures
to ensure persons with disabilities a.re not subject to todure or other forms of cruel, inhu-
man or degrading treatment. Article 16(1) requires States parties to take..all appropriate
legislative" easures to protect persons with disabilities frtm exploitation, violence and
abuse, while Article 16(4) requires the States parties to put in place "effective legislation
and policies, including women- and child-focused legislation,,ti .rrr*. the proper identi_
fication, investigation and prosecution ofexploitation, violence and abuse ajainit persons
with disabilities.
/fncle 22(1) stipulates that persons with disabilities ,,have the right to protection of the
law against. . . interferences or attacks" on their "privacy, family, h6me, or correspondence
or other types of communication or... unlawful attacks on [their] honour or reputation.,,
Articles
24 to 28 and article 30 of the LTNCRPD set forth the following economic and social rights:
riqht to education; right to the same health care as others, aid also to habilitation and to
rehabilitation; right to work on an equal basis with others; right to an adequate standard of
living; and the right to recreation and to participate in cultural and sportinj [fe.
Article 27(1) requires States parties to safeguaid and promote trre rignt tJwork ..by taking
appropriate steps, including through legislation" to prohibit discrimi-nation on the basis of
disability in relation to employment and to protect the rights of persons with disabilities tojust and favourable conditions of work "including protection from harassment and the
redress
of grievances" (Article 27Q). The convention places special attention to women with
disabilities and children with disabilities (Arts. G, l, rcj considering greater discrimina_
tion.and wlnerability being faced by these groups of disabtea peopie."nesides, the con_
vention gives emphasis on Awareness raising to educate ttre puUtlc about the rights and
dignity of persons with disabilities, as well ui thei. achievem-ents and skills (Arr g) and
help them combat stereotypes, prejudice and activities that might cause hari to people
with disabilities. It makes possible for people with disabilities Io hve independently and
to participate in their communities.
Article 9 deals with accessability which is a crucial matter for persons with disabilities. It
requires states parties to take measures to enable persons with disabilities to access the
physical environment, to have-access to buildings and to transport. It also means that peo-
ple should have access to guides, readers, or sign language interpreters while in public
places. The Convention recognizes reproductive rights-and is the first universal human
rights treaty that mentions sexual and reproductive health (Article 23). Articles 31-40 set
forth the monitoring and implementation mechanisms for the IINCRpD. Article 3l of the
cRPD deals with the collection of statistics and data, while Articre 32
exhorts states parties to engage in international cooperation through aid programs to assist
persons with disabilities' Arlicles 33,34,35 and 36 make provisiJns foinattnat monitor-
ing, the GRPD committee"and periodic reporting by states parties. Article 46permits res-
ervations by state parties.l8 However, it does noipermit resirvations lo"o-putiif" with the
object and purpose ofthe present Convention.

18 When ratiSing conventions, states parties may make reservations and/or interpretive declarations. Areservation is a statement by the ratifying country that it will not regard itself as bormd by anurti"l", u p-u-
graph or a sentence ofthe convention. It is also possible for ratillin! sru,"r to rnrt 

" 
irt"rp.eiiu" a""u.atioos.

Such declarations simply state the way the country will interpretan aticle or a paragraph ofa convention. In
other,words, the ratifting country agrees to be bound by the relevant provision, but"signals how it will inter-
pret that provision. The manner in whichreservations- and interpretive declarations are-mJe bf states parties
varies and it is often difficult to discem the exact difference be'tweeu a reservation and an interpretive decla-
ration.

I
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In brief, the Convention moves beyond the question of access to the physical environment, to
broader issues of equality and elimination of legal and social barriers to participation, social
opportunities, health, education, employment and personal development. In order to ensure
an environment conducive to the fulfillment of the rights of persons with disabilities, the
Convention includes Articles on awareness-raising, accessibility, situations of risk and hu-
manitarian emergencies, access to justice, personal mobility, habilitation and rehabilitation,
as well as statistics and data collection.CRPD sets forth other thematic Articles of general
application to be horizontally integrated across the CRPD. Among these essential building
blocks ofany national-level law and policy framework are specific Articles on the rights of
women with disabilities and children with disabilities.

Article 8 targets the underlying attitudes causing disability-based discrimination by requiring
States Parties to raise public awareness, and provides a list of illustrative measures. Article 9
seeks to dismantle barriers erected because ofdiscriminatory attitudes by promoting physical,
technological, information, communication, economic, and social accessibility in the public
and private sectors. The inclusion of a general principles article is an innovation that will
guide both the interpretation of the entire text of the treaty by its treaty-monitoring body and
the development of national law and policy. Given that effective national level law reform
likely will not (and should not) manifest in a template approach, the general principles as-
sume special significance. General principles should also serve as a filter through which dis-
crete pieces of existing law should be run to assess conformity with the object and purpose of
the CRPD.

The Convention is the first universal human rights txeaty to impose explicitly an obligation on
the state to "take all appropriate measures to eliminate discrimination on the basis of disabil-
ity by any person, organization or private enterprise" (Article 4). Article 19 imposes a general
obligation on Parties to enable persons with disabilities to live independently and to partici-
pate fully in all aspects of life. It requires Parties to ensure that persons with disabilities are
able to live in the community with accommodation options equal to others, and that these
options support the inclusion and participation of persons with disabilities in community life.

The Convention also contains a number of innovations, including (1) Right of accessibility
(Article 9), which covers a wide-ranging right to ensure equal access "to the physical envi-
ronment, to transportation, to information and communications, including information and
commu:rications technologies and systems, and to other facilities and services open or pro-
vided to the public, both in urban and in rural areas"; (ii) specific provision to ensure "tle
protection aad safety of persons with disabilities in situations of risk, including situations of
armed conflict, humanitarian emergencies and the occlrrence of natural disasters" (Article
I 1); (iii) Right of living independently and to be included in the community (tuticle 19); (iv)
Right to personal mobility (Article 20); (v) Freedom of expression (Article 21), which recog-
nizes right of persons with disabilities to communicate "tlrough all forms of communication
oftheir choice"; whereby "communication" has broadly been defined in article 2 to include:
"languages, display of text, Braille, tactile communication, large print, accessible multimedia
as well as written, audio, plainJanguage, human-reader and
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augmentative and altemative modes, means and formats of communication, including acces-
sible information and communication technology.,,

The Convention makes it an obligation on the part of the State to provide information to
persons with disabilities in accessible formats, to accept and facilitate the use of sign lan-
guages etc. in official interactions, and to urge private entities to provide information and
services in accessible and usable fonnats. It urges States parties to take appropriate measures
to recognize and promote the use ofsign languages. Some other importaniinnovations ofthe
Convention include a specific and detailed provision on internatilnal cooperation (Afiicle
32); a specific provision on national implementation and monitoring lertlcte ::y; and partici-
pation ofcivil society, in particular persons with disabilities and their represeltative organi-
zations in moniloring the implementation of the Convention.

The Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities is the first treaty that contains
specific requirements for its national implementation and monitoring (Article 33). As part of
its effective implementation at the national level and for placing rJsponsibility'with govern-
ments, the Convention requires States to designate one or more focaf points with responsibil-
ity for the implementation of the Convention within govemment and to consider the estab-
lishment of a coordination mechanism. The Convention requires that civil societies working
for the persons with disabilities and persons with disabilitiei and their representative organil
zations will be involved in the implernenration and monitoring p.o.... (Article 33(3)). It
requests States to "give due consideration to rhe establishnrent or designation ola coordina-
tion mechanism within government to faciiitate related action in different sectors and at dif-
ferent levels" (Article 33(1)).

Coordinating committees usually include representatives from various ministries and organi-
zations of persons with disabilities, and also other civil society organizations, the private
sector and trade unions. Their mandate often focuses on policy development, promotion of
dialogue in the disability fie1d, awareness-raising and similar functions. Often these commit-
tees have a staffed secretariat, which is housed in the relevant ministry of government.

The Convention on the fughts of Persons with Disabilities and its Optional protocol are ser-
viced by a joint Secretariat, consisting of staff of both the United Nations Department of
Economic and Sociai Affairs (DESA), based in New york, and the office of the High com_
missioner for Human Rights (OHCHR) in Geneva.DESA services the Conference of States
Parlies to the Convention that convenes in New York and OHCHR services the Committee
on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities that meets in Geneva.In New york, the Secretariat
for the Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities is housed in DESA..sDivision
for Social Policy and Development.

The objectives ofthe Secretariat at DESA are: (i) to support the full and effective participa-
tion ofpersons with disabilities in social life and development; (ii) to advance the rights and
protect the dignity ofpersons with disabilities and; (iii) to promoie equal access to employ-
ment, education, information, goods and services. The Secietariat prepares publications and
acts as a clearinghouse for information on disability issues; promotes national, regional and
intemational programmes and activities; provides support to-govemments and civil society;
a,d gives substantial suppoft to technical co-operation projectslnd activities.
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The Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities provides for monitoring of the
implementation of the Convention both at the intemational and national level. Article 34 of
the Convention provides for monitoring at the international level. States and regional integra-
tion organizations which are parties to the Convention commit to periodically reporting on
measures taken to give effect to their obligations under the Convention and on the progress
made in this regard. Article 35(1) says that each State Party shall submit to the Committee,
through the Secretary-General of the United Nations, a comprehensive report on measures
taken to give effect to its obligations under the present Convention and on the progress made
in that regard, within two years after the enky into force of the present Convention for the
State Party concemed. Thereafter, States Parties shall submit subsequent reports at least every
four years and further whenever the Committee on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities so
requests (Article 35(2)). Subsequent reports need not repeat information provided in the first
report.

States are invited to consider preparing the reports through an open and toansparent process,
giving due consideration to close consultation with persons with disabilities and their repre-
sentative organizations. These reports so submitted are examined by an intemational commit-
tee of independent experts, namely the Committee on the Rights of Persons with Disabili-
ties.leThis Committee has the mandate to consider the reports of parties to the Convention
and make suggestions and recommendations to the parties for skengthening implementation
of the Convention. The Committee may issue authoritative statements, known as general
comments, to clarifu specific provisions in the Convention or specific issues arising in the
implementation of the Convention.20

Further, the Optional Protocol to the Convention establishes two additional procedures - an
individual communications procedure and an inquiry procedure. According to the individual
communications procedure, a state party to the protocol recognizes the competence of the
Committee to receive and consider communications from or on behalf of individuals or
groups of individuals subj ect to its jurisdiction claiming a violation by that State of any of the
provisions in the Convention. The Committee assess whether the communication is admissi-
ble, including whether the petitioner has exhausted domestic remedies prior to considering
the merits of the communication. The Committee, after examination of the admissibility and
merits of the communication, may tansmit its suggestions and recommendations to the State
party and the petitioner. The Committee may present its views after considering the com-
plaint in the light of the comments from the State concerned. The Optional Protocol also
provides the Committee with an opportunity to undertake inquiries in States parties if it re-
ceives reliable information indicating grave or systematic violations ofthe convention.2l

The Committee on the fughts of Persons with Disabilities has to report every two years to the
General Assembly and to the Economic and Social Council on its activities. In those reports,
the Committee may make suggestions and general recommendations based on reports and
information from States parties. To foment effective implementation of the CRPD, including
intemational cooperation, the Committee is authorized to consult with "other relevant bodies

19 Article 36(1) of the GRPD gives power to the committee to examine the reports from
states parties and empowers it to make such suggestions and general recommendations on the
report as it may consider appropriate and shall forward these to the State Party concerned.
20 Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights, supra note 7,p.31
ztld.
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instituted by intemational human rights treaties." (38(b) The Committee is also encouraged

to cooperate with United Nations specialized agencies and other organs (Art. 38). These in
tum are "entitled to be represented" during CRPD implementation (38(a), which would in-
clude not only the reporting process but also Conferences of States Parties; moreover, they

may be invited by the Committee to share technical assistance and to submit reports. Such

bodies are a potentially important resource for the Committee to tap into in order to effec-

tively fulfill its mandate.

As mentioned above, at the national level, Article 33 ofthe Convention requires States parties

to put in place a structure tasked with implementing and monitoring the Convention. The
implementation arrd monitoring functions are conceptually separated and the responsibility is
assigned to distinct entities. Article 33 (1) emphasizes domestic implementation, placing
responsibility with govemmentsto designate one or more focal points with responsibility for
the implementation of the Convention within government and to consider the establishment

of a coordination mechanism.Article 33 (2) requires States parties to have or put in place a
framework to protect, promote and monitor the implementation of the Convention. This nec-

essarily entails the establishment of afunctional and independent national institution whose

basic principle is to promote and protecthuman rights (generally referred to as Paris Princi
p1es22).

The Convention specifies that when designating or establishing the independent mechanism/s
to be included in ttre framework, States shall take into account the Paris Principles. Article 33

does not prescribe a unique organizational form for the national monitoring framework and

States parties are free to determine the appropriate structure according to their political and
organizational context. Options can range from the attribution of the monitoring function to a

single entity, i.e. one independent mechanism; a framework consisting of more than one inde-
pendent mechanism; or a framework consisting of various entities, amongst which one or
more independent mechanisms are included.

Entities that have been considered as possible componetrts of the monitoring framework in-
clude legislative committees, national human rights instifutions, organizations of persons with
disabilities, parliamentary ombudsmen, national disability councils, govemment agencies

delivering disability-related services, government agencies for disability policy coordination,
and others. While allowing States to consider their legal and administrative specificities in the
establishment of such frameworks, Article 33(2) harnesses govemment accountability by
requiring the presence of independent entities in the framework. The Paris Principles provide
important guidance to identify the characteristics the monitoring framework should overall
possess.

22. The Paris Principles are standards of independence and accountability set out by United
Nations for National Human Rights Institutions and enforced through accreditation by the
lnternational Coordinating Committee of National Human fughts Institutions. These Princi
ples relates to the Status of National Institutions for the Promotion and Protection of Human
Rights. The Paris Principles adopted by UN General Assembly resolution 481134 give na-
tional human rights institutions (NHRIs) an explicit mandate to promote, protect and monitor
human rights. The Principles indicate that NHRIs may have a role that is a combination of
promotion (which includes education, awareness-raising, encouraging further and better im-
plementation of the convention), protection (assisting with cases, taking cases, engaging in
strategic litigation) and monitoring (reflecting periodically on domestic implementation and
commenting on or proposing legislation) that best fits local circumstances. [Gianni
Magazzeni,"The Notion of Independence in Article 33 and the Paris Principles on National
Human Rights Institutions", National Implementation and Monitoring Structures: The Con-
tent and Rationale of Article 33, Monday 26 October 2009, avallable at: www2.ohchr.org/
english/issues/disability/docs/sisi.doc (visited on August 27, 201 2))
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Article 33(2) requires that the framework sha1l include at least one independent mechanism

that functions on the basis of the Paris Principles. The Paris Principles identiff the following
four main characteristics which should apply to the independent mechanisms lnder Article
33 ofthe Convention and should be considired to apply to the overall framework23:

context of Article 33, the independent mechanism established under the Conven-
tion, shall be given as broad a mandate as possible which shall be clearly set forth
in a constitutional or legislative text. Responsibilities shall include: reporting to the
Government on human rights matters; harmonization of national legislation, regula-
tions and practices with international human rights standards; encouraging ratifica-
tion of international human rights instruments; contributing to report of State to
United Nations treaty bodies and committees; cooperating with international, re-
gional and other national human rights institutions; assisting in human rights educa-
tion; and publicizing and promoting human rights;

through the means of: composition, which should ensure the pluralist representation
of social forces in the country; sufficient funding and infrastructure, not to be subject
to financial control by government; and appointment by official act, establishing the
mandate;

tion, and the independent framework in Article 33, shall freely consider any ques-
tions falling within its/their competence from whatever source iUthey see/s fit. There
is also a reference to maintaining consultation with the other bodies responslble for
human rights issues and with nongovernmental organizations;

competences, which are authorized to hear and consider complaints and petitions.
ln the exercise of these functions, institutions can conciliate or issue blnding deci-
sions, hear any complaints or petitions or transmit them, inform the party of reme-
dies available and promote access to them.
To conclude, the Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities is the first human
rights convention that includes an explicit role for national human rights institutions in pro-
moting, protecting and monitoring implementation of a teaty at national level. However,
only a few States have taken formal steps to designate their national human rights institu-
tions as the independent mechanism of the framework. Designation of a national human
rights institution as the independent mechanism requires intemal structural changes, and

additional financial and human resources. To quote Marianne Schulze, "It is frequently a

challenge to secure adequate independence for national institutions. It is not just a matter of
stating in legislation that the mechanism is "independent," i.e. securing independence de
jure.Thebody has to have defocto independence. Its position within public structures has to
be maintained separately, preferably by being responsible only to the Parliament. Equally,
the funding of the independent mechanism has to be set up in such a way that there is no

interference with the amount and its payment from third parties. Clearly, the aim is that the
responsibilities of the independent mechanism be an integral part of the national human
rights institution. It is not advisable to create a separate institution, as this would only per-

petr.rate the notion of a different standard for persons with disabilities."2a

23. Aruual Report of the United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights and Reports of tlie Of-
fice of the High Commissioner and the Secretary-General, "Thematic Stu{, by the Office o;[ the United
Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights on tlrc Struclure and Role of National Mechanisms for the

Implementation and fulonitoring ofthe Convention on the Rights ofPersons with Disabililies",2009,
available at: http://*'w.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Disability/Pages/ThematicStudies.aspx (visited on October

27 ,2012)
24. Marianne Schulze, ,4 Handbook on the Human Rights of Persons with Disabilities: Understanding the

IJN Convention on the Rights of Persons wilh Disabililies, 1 77 (Handicap Intemational, July 2010)
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The UN Convention on Disability represents a paradigm shift in attitudes that moves from a
perception of persons with disabilities as objects of charity, medical heatment and social
protection to subjects of rights, able to claim those rights as active members of society. Ac-
cording to Fr6ddricMdgret, "the Disabilities Convention is about more than simply the status
ofpersons with disabilities. It also speaks, more generally, to the larger project of which it is
a part, human rights.-25The Convention affirms that persons with diiabilities hold civil, cul-
tural, economic, political and social rights, are entitled to fuIl protection against discrimina-
tion and by establishing monitoring mechanisms at the national and international levels to
ensure that persotrs with disabilities are able to enforce those rights. The Convention has
many other advantages.

Before the starting of the debate on and actual adoption of the Disability Convention, disabil-
ity was only an invisible element of intemational human rights 1aw.26The Disability Conven-
tion however cannot be claimed to have addressed all the problems of the persons with dis-
abilities. Some disability rights issues still remain untouched or undeveloped in intemational
human rights law.2TNevertheless, the Disability Convention provides accepted global legal
standards on disability rights; clarifres the content of human rights principles and their appli-
cation to the situation ofpersons with disabilities; provides an authoritative and global refer-
ence point for domestic laws and policies; provides effective mechanisms for monitoring,
including supervision by a body of experts and reporting on implementation by governments
and NGOs; provides a standard of assessment and achievement; and establishes a framework
for international cooperation.

Although the Convention was not intended to introduce any new human rights, it contains a
number of innovations - such as right of accessibility (Article 9), which inter-alia include a
wide-ranging right to ensure equal access "to the physical environment, to transpofiation, to
information and communications, including information and communications technologies
ard systems, and to other facilities and services open or provided to the public, both in urban
and in rural areas"; specific provision to ensure "the protection and safety of persons with
disabilities in situations of risk, including situations of armed cotrflict, humanitarian emergen-
cies and the occurrence ofnatural disasters" (Article I 1); right ofliving independently and to
be included in the community (Article 19); right to personal mobility (Article 20), recognition
of right of persons with disabilities to communicate "tlrough all forms of communication of
their choice"; "communication" is broadly defined in Article 2 to include: "languages, dis-
play of text, Braille, tactile communication, large print, accessible multimedia as well as
written, audio, plainJanguage, human-reader and augmetrtative and alternative modes, means
and formats of communication, including accessible information and communication technol-
ogy". According to Paul ffu.p"lt, *CRPD 

does not merely restateexisting human rights. The
CRPD re-states existing rights and then creates incidental rights to ensure that existing rights
are realized. Through this process existing rights are provided greater clarity, which provides
disability advocates and scholars with a powerful tool to hold states accountable.,,2e

25FrdddricMdgret, supra note 13, p. 16
26 Rosemary Kayess and Phillip French, supra note 1, p. \2
271d., p. 34
28 Paul Harpur, "Embracing the New Disability Rights Paradigm: The Importance of the
Convention on the fughts of Persons with Disabilities", 27(l) Disabiti4, & Society 2 e\f2)
29 Despite what might be characterised as the ,,official fiction" that the cRpD does not set
down any new human rights, it would seem clear that it has, in fact, modified, transformed
and added 1o traditional human rights concepts in key respects. The GRPD does contain en-
tirely new or amplified formulations of human rights,
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Despite its innovative approach and the provisions for effective implementation and monitor-
ing mechanisms, the Disability Convention is not the final step in the development of disabil-
ity rights law as it still lacks an effective enforcement mechanism.3o The Convention is only a
signpost for nations and regional organizations to look up to aad use as an impetus to develop
thek own stronger and enforceable disability discrimination laws.3lFor the effective imple-
mentation of the Convention, it might be advisable to adopt a two-pronged approach and

appoint focal points at the level of each or most governmental departments/ministries as well
as designate one overall focal point within govemment responsible for the implementation of
the Convention. Designated focal points could be created at the local, regional and nationaV
federal level. Government agencies responsible for the implementation of the Convention
need to be provided with effective institutional arrangements and adequate resources for ef-
fective functioning ofthe focal point system and coordination structure.

Although monitoring and reporting mechanisms are critical and a core part of the implemen-
tation measures ofthe CRPD, the Convention clearly envisages a broader human rights prac-

tice that extends beyond monitoring and reporting on violations or top-down lawreform ef-
forts.32legal reforms alone may not be enough to bring about social change. An empowered
population that is willing to take action and advocate is necessary to guarantee the human
iigtrts anA fundamental freedoms of persons with disabilities and influence social change.33

IINCRPD does, however, provide persons with disabilities an impetus for social change and

opportunities to develop increased empowerment.3o It offers a transformative vision for fos-
tering change at the domestic level.

including a number of collective or social group rights lRosemary Kayess and Phillip French,
supra note l,p.32l
30 Charles F. Szl,rnanski, "The Globalization of Disability Rights Law - From the Americans
with Disabilities Act to the UN Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities", 2(1)
Baltic Journal of Law & Politics 31 (2009), available at: www.degruyter.com/dgl
viewarticle... /contentUri?t:ac...2009... (visited on September 18,2012); Despite the CRPD"s
extensive exposition ofdisability rights, some crucial areas, including bioettrics and compul-
sory treatment, are barely grazedby the CRPD text. The CRPD is therefore a crucial buttress
and facilitator of a disability rights agenda, but it is not a proxy for that agenda. Some disabil-
ity rights issues still remain untouched or undeveloped in intemational human rights law.

[Rosemary Kayess and Phillip French,supra note I , p. 34)
3 lld.
32larct E. Lord and Michael Ashley Stein, "The Domestic Incorporation of Human Rights
Law and the United Nations Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities", William
& Mary Law School Research Paper No. 09-37, 83 Washington Law Review 456-7 (2008),

available at: http://papers.ssm.com/so13/papers.cfm?abstractjd:1551945 (visited on March
21,20tr)
33 Valerie L. Karr, "A Life of Quality: Informing the UN Convention on the Rights of Per-
sons With
Disabilities", 22(2) Journal of Disability Policy Studies 67 (2011)
34rd.
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Sabrumanian Swamy v. (Jnion of India - A Comment

Sridip S. Nambiarx

Introduction

"This batch of writ petitions prefened under Article 32 of the Constitution of
India exposits cavil in its quintessential conceptuality and percipient discord
between venerated and exalted right offreedom of speech and expression of an
individual, exploring manifold and multilayered, limitless, unbounded and unfet-
tered specfiams, and the controls, restrictions and constrictions, under the as-
sumed power of "reasonableness" ingrained in the statutory provisions relating
to criminal law to reviyer and uphold one's reputation."

This is the opening paragraph of the Supreme Court of India"s judgment in
Subramanian Swami v. Union of India.The unnecessary use of ,,obscurely col-
ourful language" in the judgment has been highlighted and ridiculed else-
where.lUndoubtedly, such use of language has implications on discussions re-
garding access to justice. Laws and judgments should ensure that language used
is accessible to the intended beneficiaries. The plain language movement has this
as its precise objective.2 However, this note intends to comment only on the ra-
tionale of the decision.

The writ petition (group of writ petitions and transfer petitions filed in 2014)
challenged the constitutionality of section 499 of Indian Penal Code which de-
fines the offence of criminal defamation.The case was heard by DipakMisra and
Prafulla Pant, JJ and judgment was given by the former on behalf of both the
judges.The Supreme Court upheld the validity of the section by holding that it is
a reasonable restriction on a person"s right to freedom ofspeech and expression.

Any person who makes or publishes any content with the intent to harm the repu-
tation of a person can be punished with a maximum of two years imprisonment
under section 500. It is a bailable, non-cognizable and compundable of-
fence.Prosecution can only be initiated on the

x Asst. Professor,SreeNarayana Law College, Ernakulam.
lPratapBhanu Mehta, "Supreme Court"s Judgment on Criminal Defamation is
the latest illustration of a syndrome", May I 8, 2006.
2See http ://www.nortonrosefulbright.com/knowledge/publi cationsl l23374laccess
-to-justice-in-plain-language
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complaint of an aggrieved person. There are ten situations mentioned in section
499 that can be raised as defences in a criminal prosecution for defamation. Pub-
lishing truth for public good, fair comments on artistic performances, narration of
court proceedings etc. are some of the exceptions. The principle employed is that
the good faith of the accused person must be established to escape from liability.

An affected person has the option of simultaneously or otherwise filing a civil
suit for damages. However, in a country like India where tort system is still under
-developed, this option is rarely explored. Additionally, there is social stigma that
is attached to criminal proceedings. This has led to a rise in the number of defa-
mation prosecutions. Incidentally, the same judge who wrote the judgment in the
instant case criticized the Tamil Nadu government for filing unnecessary defama-
tion cases in the context of rumours relating to the health condition of the Chief
Minister.3 It is reported that the Misra, J oially remarked that "..this is not the
sign of a healthy democracy. A public figure...has to face criticism" three
months after he had upheld the validity of the section.

The judgment

Most of the petitioners had been charged with the offence in various cases across
the country. Among them are Rahul Gandhi and Greenpeace activist PriyaPil-
lai.aVarious human rights advocates hoped that Supreme Court of India would
take a progressive stance on this issue. The case was heard by DipakMisra and
Prafulla Pant, JJ and judgment was given by the former. At the outset, it could be
asked how a question of such constitutional importance was considered worthy
ofa singlejudge alone.

The main arguments raised by the petitioners are:

- By being an unreasonable curb on freedom ofspeech and expression, criminal
defamation is violative of Article I9(2).It cannot be considered as a reasonable

restriction because reasonableness is linked with proportionality. Since it is not
the least restrictive measure that can be employed, it cannot be considered as

proportional.

3 See http://www.thehindu.com/news/nationaVSC-raps-Tamil-Nadu-golt.-for-
choking-dissenVarticle 1 45 8 8842.ec
4For a brief background on PriyaPillai"s case, see http:ll
www.caravanmagazine.tn/perspectives/blocked-outcorporations-defamation
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- Defamation affects private interests of private individuals. Criminalisa-
tion ought to be linked with public interest.
- Simply telling the truth might not lead to acquittal in the case of crimi-
na1 prosecution. It must be for ,,public good", which is a vague term.
Vagueness of the term attracts Article 14.

- Criminal defamation, by virtue of being a pre-constitutional law must be

subjected to stricter scrutiny. It would otherwise be relegated to a mere
colonial provision applied to an advanced, progressive democracy.
- It does not incorporate the seriousness test. The provisions do not re-
quire potentiality of provoking breach of peace and subsequent damage.

The main arguments for the respondents are

- It is within legislative power to decide what to include within article 19

(2) as a reasonable restriction. The legislature has provided for defama-
tion in clear terms and does not specify either civil or criminal defama-
tion. At the time of framing of the constitution, the only existing provi-
sion for defamation was section 499. The framer"s intent cannot be

doubted here.
- Its purpose is to protect the reputation as a shared value of the collective
and hence, it cannot be called as exclusively pertaining to the private
sphere.
- Right to reputation is part of article 2l and cannot be overridden by arti-
cle 19(2).
- Civil remedy for defamation is not always adequate. Loss to reputation
cannot always be compensated in monetary terms.
- International human rights law supports right to reputation.
- Harm to reputation is assessed with reference to public. Hence, public
interest is involved. It is necessary in the interests of social stability.
-Mere possibility of abuse cannot make a provision unconstitutional.

Some unnecessary material in the judgment needs to be pointed out. The
court mentioned nine definitions for the word ,,defamation" from various
sources (none from a criminal defamation statute in any jurisdiction)
without any specific reason. It then wrapped that part by observingthat
"Section 499 defines fame and covers quite a range of things but the
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refelence to the term ,,fame" is to ostracize the saying that "fame is a food

that dead men eat." Then the judgment cites random quotes fuom Bhaga-

vad Gita, Quran and the Bible relating to reputation, leaving out Guru

Granth Sahib and other several religious texts. The court then referred to

,,thoughts of creative writers and thinkers" and quoted shakespeare, soc-

iates ind Aristotle. Kalidasa, Tagore and other lndian writers missed that

list. Not a single source so cited was used by the court in its ultimate

analysis. Supreme court has been constitutionally recognized as_ a court of

,".oid. The framers would not have envisaged that a lot of irrelevant ma-

terial would be forced to go on record.

After referring to random authorities in U.S, U.K, Canada, South Africa

and European Court of Human fughts, mostly without any utility, the

court set out it"s PersPective:

- Reputation is a value highly regarded in supreme court judgments.

- Framers of the constitution did not intend to restrict the meaning of
defamation
- In the same way as the legislations relating to child labour, sc/sT
atrocities deals with frrndamental rights of citzens vis-d-vis other citizens,

criminal defamation can be justified.

Comment

Based on the arguments raised, the Supreme Court held that a person"s

right to reputation cannot be overridden by another person"s right to free-

dJm of speech and expression. This is an argument that is partially con-

ceded by the petitioneis. The focus is on one of the remedies available to

a person whose reputation has allegedly been affected'

a) The proposition that the word defamation in article 19(2) exclusively

..lrt.. to ciiminal defamation may be incorrect. Thus, the analysis should

have compared the nature of civil and criminal defamation. Progressive

interpretation should have been done considering the fact that IPC is a pre

-independence, colonial legislation. Many of the provisions like defama-

tion or sedition had been inserted with the sole intention of quelling na-

tionalist sentiments. Thus, defamation should have been analysed as a

stand-alone section and not as part of article 19(2) alone. This argument

was raised by the petitioners but it has not been addressed by the court.
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b) To be fair to the court, the above mentioned point is not strictly within
the authority of the court. Defamation has been enacted as a reasonable
restriction. It is within the legislative sphere to decide what should be
considered as a restriction. This is because legislation is presumably
based on policy and courts have no role in the making of policy. Thi
court has attempted to answer the question by checking whether defama-
tion satisfies the test of proportionality. The court held that is proportional
because "it determines a limit which is not impermissible within the crite-
rion of reasonable restriction.s" However, it is submitted that this is not
the correct formulation of the test of proportionality. Merely because an
action is permissible does not mean it is proportional. It has been repeat-
edly asserted by the Supreme court that a proportional action is one
which imposes least restrictive measures to regulate freedom.6 In the in-
stant case, there can be no action which is more excessive in nature re-
garding defamation. All aspects, civil and criminal are included as reason-
able restrictions.
c) The balancing of fundamental rights should be made on a rational ba
sis. In the judgment, not a single line of reasoning has been provided that
directly deals with the balance. Merely observing that right to reputation
is sacrosanct and protected under international instruments is not suffi-
cient to hold that it overrides an equally important right to freedom of
expression.

we live in an age of over-criminalisation. These punitive impulses, as
PratapBhanu Mehta observes, are a result of deep and pervasive institu-
tional failure. The Supreme court is the last resort of sorts for progres-
sively interpreting laws for enhancing social engineering. The decision
helps us to rcalize that we need to review our institutional structure and
inject more clarity on foundational principles into the system.

SParagraph 186.
6Om Kumarv. Union of India, (2001) 2 SCC 386.
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ilMS Rohini Communiw Radio 96.9 MHz

This radio is being run by the students and is providing an opportunity to develop
programmes for community broadcast. The radio station is used by the college as laboratory
for training students specializing in radio broadcast and they work in close coordination with
community representatives and leaders. At present the radio broadcasts daily for eight hours
with original programme of four hours in moming which is repeated in the aftemoon. The
students are encouraged to explore the needs ofthe society, thereafter, they conceive,
design and broadcast their own programmes in a real life environment.
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